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Midwinter icicles adorn Graves Hall. (photo by John DeNeef. 
P/ons Change for Carnegie Hall 
— ^ ^ ^ ^ • . • i . i l_ _ J r\r\ 
by Paul Hemeren 
The Carnegie Gymnasium, which is 
soon to be the temporary student center, 
faces a 50-50 chance of being torn down 
before the fall of next year. This is the 
result of a change in plans concerning the 
remaining construction on the DeWitt 
Student and Cultural Center. 
According to William Anderson, Vice-
President in charge of Finance, the ad-
ministration retains a policy of funding 
any construction and-or renovations 
through contributions. He also stated 
that as soon as the 2.5 million dollars is 
raised for the proposed construction for 
DeWitt, Carnegie will be torn down. This 
could happen as soon as next fall. 
Originally, the understanding between 
the administration and the Social Ac-
tivities Committee (SAC) was that con-
struction was not going to begin for about 
two years and that SAC could use the gym 
for a temporary student center. When 
this information was presented to the Stu-
dent Congress in the form of a proposal 
both conceptually and financially. Along 
with providing fans for the ceiling, 
by Peter Flinker 
Hope's Department of Economics and 
Business Administration settled grateful-
ly into its new quarters in the Sligh office 
building Monday, to rave reviews by 
newly-resident faculty. 
" I t ' s a much more upbea t at-
mosphere," said economist J im Heisler. 
"We love it here ," said Cheryl Hill, in-
structor in economics and business ad-
ministration. 
The new facility includes office space 
for each faculty member, a seminar 
room, areas for students to study, a com-
puter room, and even a kitchenette. One 
office waits vacant for a soon-to-be-hired 
economist. 
Evident beneath the moving-day confu-
sion was a swath of green wall-to-wall 
carpeting, freshly painted walls and trim, 
and elegantly conservative wallpaper. 
The familiar Herman Miller furniture is 
found throughout the new business 
center. 
B a r r i e R i c h a r d s o n , d e p a r t m e n t 
chairperson, credited the architects for a 
pleasing design ("all the offices are dif-
ferent") , and the contractor for "very 
good workmanship." 
"I can' t say anything bad about i t ," 
Richardson said. "When you change the 
now $1000 less than what had been 
previously budgeted. This reduction in r „ iv n iuouu o u v..^
costs stems from a decision to lessen the building the stage and providing labor for environment, you change behavior. Since 
amout of carpeting to go in the gym. much of the work, the administration has w e j i a v e a q U a | ^ y environment we can 
Upon asking Chris Peterson, SAC liason also agreed to re-emburse the activity fee k e e p neater ." An important aspect 
to the administration concerning the fund for the full amount spent on the gym m o v e that it brings the entire 
Carnegie deal, why SAC decided to go if it is to be torn down by the end of next department under one roof, creating a 
ahead with the project, she stated that the year. sense of community, he said, 
administration was in favor of the project (continued on p. 12j 
Hope Professor Stranded by Coup 
by Carl Young 
Many of us in the college community 
can recount some interesting experiences 
from Christmas break. Dr. Kodjopah At-
toh, Hope's newest geology professor, 
provides a tale more interesting: that of 
experiencing a military coup. Dr. Attoh, 
who was born and raised in Ghana, 
returned with his wife to his homeland in 
time to witness that country's newest 
coup. 
The December 31 takeover was 
for $6,350 to go towards the center, the Ghana's fifth coup since 195 ,̂ then the 
money was granted to SAC with which to first European colony to gain in-
make the necessary repairs and changes dependence. It has often been claimed 
in the gym. that European domination brought 
The administration has since recogniz- stability to much of Africa, but such is not 
ed a greater need to begin construction on the case for Ghana. The country's finan-
DeWitt earlier that had originally been cial condition has become increasingly 
planned, and preparations leading to the difficult. The foreign debt is 1.6 billion 
eventual construction are now in full sw- dollars, twice as much as the yearly in-
ing. • come from cocoa and coffee exports. The 
Thus far, over $2000 of the $6350 granted black market thrives and corruption is 
to SAC has been spent, including costs said to be commonplace. When he travel-
which the administration has incured ed to Ghana shortly af ter Christmas, Dr. 
from their role in the renovation. Attoh expected to see streets full of starv-
SAC has decided to go ahead with the ing people. It was the existence of these 
changes needed to complete the Carnegie conditions which were cited as the cause 
project. They have, however, reduced ex- of the December 31 coup. 
penditures from when originally propos- Flight Lieutenant J e r ry Rawllngs, the 
ed. The estimated cost of completion Is man presently In charge of Ghana's 
destiny, is not new to political violence. 
Rawlings also led Ghana's 1980 coup. 
Following the 1980 coup, Rawlings is said 
to have caused far-ranging reforms; 
however, following this most recent coup, 
the populace is uneasy. Perhaps Dr. At-
toh reflects the opinion of the populace in 
his condemnation of Rawlings for over-
throwing a freely-elected government. 
The people of Ghana have good reason 
to worry over Rawlings' intentions. Rawl-
ings' political philosophy Is said to be a 
mixture of Third World nationalism, 
Christian morality, and Marxism. He has 
visited Libya at least twice and describes 
It as a "revolutionary d ream." Libya 
recognized the new regime shortly after 
the takeover was announced and reopen-
ed Its embassy In Accra, Ghana's capital 
city, only a week later. Ghana 's previous 
civilian administration had expelled the 
Libyan diplomats only months earlier, 
charging that Libya was seeking to over-
throw the Ghanlan government. 
Dr. Attoh's apprehensions had a far 
more tangible source than some feared 
Libyan connection. At the beginning of 
Rawlings' coup, he was staying at 
Ghana's main army base In Accra as the 
guest of his brother, a colonel. Dr. Attoh 
heard shots the evening of the 31st. The 
iollowlng day, gunfire grew closer to the 
compound in which he was staying and he 
was forced to flee. Dr. Attoh spent the 
next couple of days moving f rom one par t 
of Accra to another, attempting to out-
distance the battle. Ghana's borders and 
airport were closed and the telephone and 
telex communications were Interrupted. 
Dr. Attoh found himself trapped. 
To his surprise. Dr. Attoh found that liv-
ing conditions in Ghana are not as bad as 
would be expected. True, food prices are 
soaring. Cooking oil, for example, sells 
for 30 dollars a bottle on the black 
market . Shopping Is done with armloads 
of Ghanlan currency. But one does not see 
gaunt faces or protruding rib cages yet In 
Ghana. Dr. Attoh states that In order to 
survive, the average Ghanlan must hold 
two or more jobs. University professors, 
for example, double as taxi drivers In 
order to support themselves and their 
families. 
Ghana's coup gave Dr. Attoh's students 
an unwelcomed two-week vacation from 
classes. He was able to return to the 
United States on the 24th of last month. 
Though he himself Is out of danger, Dr. 
Attoh's apprehensions remain concerning 
the fate of his brother and remaining 
family members still In Ghana. 















Cline Speaks on -
Michigan Economy 
by Ted Bolema 
As par t of Winter Homecoming, Dr. 
Robert Cllne, Associate Professor of 
Economics, gave a public lecture on the 
state of the Michigan economy. While na-
tional unemployment is a t 8.5 percent, the 
state unemployment ra te Is 16 percent, 
and Cllne believes the problem is 
primarily the fault of the pr ivate sector 
rather than the fault of state or local 
governments. 
Dr. Robert Cllne 
About a third of the Michigan economy 
Is related to the auto industry, and the 
auto Industry and production of other 
durable goods are sensitive to changes In 
the economy. For this reason, Michigan 
has suffered more than the rest of the 
country. Cllne supports this conclusion by 
showing that while disposable real In-
come, (after- tax Income adjusted for In-
flation ) Is up 25 percent for the country as 
a whole since 1973, It Is down 3 percent In 
Michigan and has fallen each of the last 
four years. 
The auto Industry has also been hit hard 
by high Interest rates, because higher 
financing charges raise the cost of buying 
new cars and the rising sales of forlegn 
cars. But the percentage of domestic auto 
production In Michigan has also fallen 
from 34.2 to 26.2 percent, and Cllne 
believes that this is because of problems 
within the private sector. 
Michigan's manufactur ing wages a re 
30 percent higher than the U.S. manufac-
turing Industry's wages. Cllne believes 
that this is due to s trong unionization and 
prior monopolistic s trength in the auto in-
dustry, which have been slow to adjus t to 
the rising sales of foreign cars . Wages 
have risen while real disposable income 
has fallen because Inflationary expecta-
tion has been worked into labor contracts. 
Cost of living ad jus tments have pushed 
wages higher and higher, and in 1980 
these cost of living ad jus tments came to 
$1,780 per worker in the auto Industry. 
Although Michigan is now considered 
one of the worst s ta tes for businesses to 
locate, Cllne says that this is primarily 
due to high wages ra the r than high taxes. 
A study by a national accounting firm 
showed that out of 21 Industrial states, 
Michigan has the lowest tax ra te for new 
businesses, and In real dollar terms, 
Michigan Is doing a bet ter job of keeping 
down public expenditures than the nation 
as a whole. But this is more than offset by 
high wage rates, which Is why businesses 
a re choosing to relocate elsewhere and 
little industry Is a t t rac ted to Michigan. 
But Cllne believes that the future Is 
hopeful. Michigan has a competetive ad-
vantage In the auto Industry because of 
raw materials, and the wage s t ructure Is 
start ing to adjust . But he believes that 
Michigan should also diversify away 
from the manufactur ing of durable goods, 
which are sensetive to changes In the 
economy, and should keep the tax struc-
ture as it is in order to bring Michigan out 




Intercontinental Balistlc Snow Missile constructed in the pine grove by members 
of the Hope for Peace movement. The sculpture bore the message: " a r m s are for 
embrac ing ." (photo by Tom Wagner.) 
Review of the News 
Food forThought 
President Reagan this week sent to 
Congress his budget proposal for 1983, 
calling for a $757.6 billion budget. The 
$273 billion deficit would be the largest 
ever for a three-year period. This drastic 
reversal f rom campaign pledges will face 
fierce opposition in Congress, f rom both 
parties. Key Republican Senators, in-
cluding Finance Chairman Robert Dole of 
Kansas, have expressed their reserva-
tions about such huge deficits. 
Arab nations pushed a resolution 
throught the UN General Assembly 
pleading with member nations to isolate 
Israel from the world community. United 
States UN delegate Jeanne Klrkpatrick 
criticized the resolution, which came as 
retaliation for the Israeli takeover of the 
Golan Heights. Meanwhile, Egyptian 
President Hosnl Mubarek maintained 
that Egyptian-Israeli relations shall re-
main positive, even af ter the scheduled 
April 25 withdrawal of Israeli troops from 
the Sinai peninsula. 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig 
criticized the Soviet Union for supporting 
wars with their a r m s sales policies. Halg 
pointed at the Iran-Iraqi war. In which the 
Soviets sell a r m s to both sides, and at 
Soviet support to Palestinians In southern 
Lebanon. 
The White House sent a draf t t reaty to 
the Kreml in that would e l imina te 
m e d i u m - r a n g e nuc lea r miss i l e s in 
Europe 
Pilots for the Air Florida Jet-liner that 
crashed in Washington, D C. on January 
13 Joked about ice on the wings before 
take-off. as the retr ieved black taping box 
recorded. Then, seconds before the plane 
hit the 14th Street Bridge, co-pilot Petti t 
moaned. "Lar ry , we're going down. 
Lar ry ." Pilot Wheaton replied. " I know 
it ." 
Ronald Reagan turned 71 years of age 
last week, making him the oldest man 
ever to serve as President. Dwight 
Eisenhower, who left office at the age of 
70. lost the distinction. Reagan said that 
age didn't bother him. "because I recall 
that Moses was 80 when God commission-
ed him for public service " 
From the Anchor Files 
Ifm i * — T f i 
by Rowland D. Van Es, J r . 
I am one of those s t range people that 
actually enjoys going to the l ibrary dur-
ing my f ree time. I realize I am not alone 
In this respect, but I was disturbed to read 
that according to the ChroniQle of Higher 
Education, the current best-seller In cam-
pus bookstores Is "Garfield Bigger Than 
Life." Don't get me wrong, I think Gar-
field's OK and there are certainly worse 
books to read (like The Official I Hate 
Cats Book), but number 1 ? 
I feel that even students (especially 
students?) have a responsibility to keep 
informed about current events. A good 
way to stay Informed is to read. Try to at 
least glance at the newspaper headlines 
and perhaps read an article or two. Take 
time to browse in the periodical section. 
You never know what you'll find up there. 
For the adventurous, try the reference 
stacks. The amount of Information that is 
at your fingertips is increadiblel 
One of the interesting books I ran 
across there was the . Boo* of World 
Rankings. Did you know that there a r e 8 
countries in Africa in which 75 percent of 
the population lives in absolute poverty? 
Or that according to the Physical Quality 
tne comtntmcc^nvocr VfUk-irm-
of Life Index. 9 of the 10 lowest ranking 
countries are in Africa? In te rms of GNP 
per capita, 13 of the bottom 20 nations are 
f r o m A f r i c a . Accord ing to Social 
Indicators, over 10 percent of our popula-
tion lives below the poverty line of the 
government. We're talking about 25 
million people. 
It is because of facts like these and due 
to people concerned about them that the 
Hope College World Hunger Committee 
was formed. We are a group of students 
dedicated to study and action in the a reas 
of hunger and poverty. Our focus this 
semester will be the condition of Sub-
Saharan Africa (which has the highest 
death ra te of any region In the world), 
and also the condition of Holland (the 
truth may surprise you). 
The reasons for human suffering a re 
numerous and complicated, and there 
have been many proposals put forth to 
alleviate the situation. But don't panic. 
We can make sense of It together. If you 
would like help in understanding what is 
going on and how you can become par t of 
the solution. Join us. The group mee ts 
every Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Haworth 
Room (in Phelps). See you there! 
One Year Ago-A group of students 
organized a petition drive to prevent the 
DeWitt Student Center from being taken 
over permanently by the administration 
In the wake of the VanRaalte fire. Hope 
College announced that the Physics-Math 
building would be renamed in honor of 
H o p e ' s e i g h t h p r e s i d e n t C a l v i n 
VanderWerf. Assistant Dean of Students 
Bruce Johnston spoke on the need to 
revise the pledging policies of fraternit ies 
and sororities. 
Five Y e a n Ago-The Anchor editorialized 
on the "hear tbreak of par le ta ls ." A black 
Hope student wrote In the Anchor that " to 
be black at Hope Is to be tokenlzed, In-
ferlorlzed and hypnotized." Another stu-
dent wrote a letter condemning those who 
called theatre people "wei rd ." 
Ten Years Ago-The Holland City Council 
heard a r g u m e n t s f rom a Holland 
businessman who wanted 9th Street 
rezoned so that he could open a combina-
tion t ave rn - r e s t au ran t across f rom 
Dykstra Hall. Students from all walks of 
life flocked to their television sets at 4:30 
every day to watch the latest fad, Star 
Trek. 
Fifteen Years Ago- Closing hours for 
women's dorms were extended to 10:30 
for freshmen and sophomores and 11:00 
for Juniors and seniors. The administra-
tion announced that it would be using a 
new IBM computer to help keep t rack of 
compulsory chapel at tendance. Off-
campus housing requests were denied 
because of increased openings in the dor-
mitories. Assistant Professor of Music 
James Tallis wrote a column in the An-
chor entitled "The Place of Jazz in the 
Worship Service." 
Twenty-Five Years Ago-Dlscussion ses-
sions and a communion service climaxed 
Religious Emphas is week on Hope's cam-
pus. The Bureau of the Census announced 
jobs for college graduates that paid up to 
$3415 a year. A campus poll showed that 
most students felt social life was good at 
Hope, but could be Improved by the addi-
tion of a few more "foot functions." 
Forty Years Ago-A quiz on current affai rs 
showed that three out of four f reshman at 
Hope had little to no understanding of cur-
rent affairs. Student council organized 
Defense Forums to determine what Hope 
could do In the way of national defense. 
Hope students s tar ted a drive to net 
$20,000 for the War Relief Fund. 
Fif ty Years Ago-The F ra t e r s and Cosmos 
(then called Cosmopolitans) held part ies 
to commemora te the 200th birthday of 
George Washington. The Hope College 
Glee Club announced Its annual tour to 
Wisconsin and Illinois. The Anchor car-
ried advert isements for sweaters In " the 
new bright colors of Spring, Rose, 
Lavender, and Egg Shell BlueM-al l for 
$1.95! 
Carcinogen's in 
the Environment ^ 
by Pete Flinker billions of individuals can be studied m a 
We fear carcinogens, substances that few days. 
cause cancer, almost as much as we fear Gentile uses the "Ames Salmoneua 
the disease Itself. They seem to be M i c r o s o m e M u t a g e n i c i t y T e s t , 
everywhere; in our offices, homes, food. Salmonella bacter ia , which cannot sur-
and even our water . vlv« without a specific amino acid, a re 
How do we enjoy the frui ts of our socle- placed in a medium In which It is absent, 
ty without swallowing these bitter seeds The bacter ia wUl not grow unless muta-
of death? t i ( ) n s occur which change them into new 
Dr. J ames Gentile, assistant professor forms that can do without the ™ i 8 s i n 8 
of biology, told a group in Peale Science amino acid. Thus, Gentile said. 
Center Saturday that while we must pro- chemical is introduced and colonies o 
tect ourselves f rom " b a d " chemicals, in- bacteria form, indicating growth, me 
telligent decisions help to avoid banning chemical has had a mutagenic effect. 
those for which the benefits outweigh the The value of the Ames test is that it has 
r j s ^ s predictive value for the higher forms of 
Entitled "Carcinogens In the Environ- life. " In 48 hours we can suggest if a 
ment ," the seminar was part of Hope's chemical has the possibility of causing 
Winter Homecoming program Gentile is cancer in humans ," Gentile said. 
in the vanguard of researchers develop-
i n g w a v s t o t e s t new chemicals, and some Short-term tests are valuable predic-
5000 already on the market , for their car- tors of mutagenic potential only when a 
clnogenic potent.al battery of them Is conducted on one 
Gentile is concerned with what happens chemical. The metabolism of a substance 






The New York Times was kind enough 
to send us a copy of their new "Selective 
Guide to.Colleges." Hope is included in 
the 250 colleges a prospective undergrad 
is "most likely to consider," and their 
comments about Hope are most in-
teresting. 
They report, for instance, that " m o s t 
students (at Hope) are strongly commit-
ted to living and practicing Christianity, 
and anyone who feels uncomfortable with 
this...should probably think carefully 
before applying here ." I wonder if our 
travelling admission's counselors sound 
that warning And I wonder who on God's 
snowy campus the New York Times peo-
ple talked to here to formulate such an 
opinion as that. They certainly didn't talk 
to the "Quest" respondent and the letter-
to-the-editor writer who think that so-
meone who comes home drunk is not 
a d h e r i n g to " t r a d i t i o n a l Chr i s t i an 
values ." (Tift hronlc that as we debate 
the question " I s Hope a Christian col-
lege?," this guide is telling the outside 
world that Hope is so Christian you'd bet-
ter be one or be very flexible If you wish to 
apply here.) 
Regarding social life, the Times reports 
that we at Hope like good, clean fun. The 
Pull serves to "unify the c a m p u s " and at-
t racts more people than do weekend 
bashes. A few par t ies are held off-
campus, mostly organized by the Greeks. 
Academically, Hope is ra ted strong in 
the sciences, especially chemistry ( that 's 
what they all say). Excellent p rograms 
are offered In English, religion, educa-
tion, and music (they forgot history). 
They warn readers to "s teer clear of the 
communica t ions , a r t . and buslnesfi 




to the genetic pat terns formed by the 
DNA in our c h r o m o s o m e s w h e n 
chemicals are introduced. A mutation, or 
"inherited deviation from the norm, ' 
may occur. Such mutations sometimes 
by a living organism must also be con-
sidered. Certain chemicals are intrin-
sically harmless , said Gentile, but in an 
altered state resulting f rom metabolism 
they can cause mutations. These " pro-
New Plays to hold Auditions 
cause cancer, but can also cause pro- mutagens" are tested by reacting them 
blems like birth defects, he said. with the liver cells of humans or animals. 
The role of chemicals in mutations has The metabolized chemical is then sub 
long been known, and the federal govern- Jected to tests with bacteria . 
ment tries to test as many chemicals as Gentile emphasized that there are risks 
possible, traditionally through long-term in anything, and that • some personal ami 
animal studies. Mice, for instance, are some community choices must be made^ 
exposed to a suspect substance, and its ef- Sometimes the benefits outweigh the 
fects are no ted- often af ter considerable risks. The use of pesticides, for Instance, 
t ime has elapsed Because of the "many may kill 5 out of 100,000 peopte exposed to 
man-months of e f for t" Involved, said it. If the pesticide is banned, however, the 
An extra-creat ive semester is under-
way for the Theat re Depar tment ' s l .C.E. 
New Plays organization. "In addition to 
the Mainstage productions. Mousetrap 
and Under Mlikwood, l.C.E. will be per-
forming 6 original plays in the Studio 
Theat re ," says Conni Collins, one of the 5 
l.C.E. directors ,"so there is plenty of op-
portunity for people to get involved." 
Auditions for the plays will be held 
Thursday and Fr iday, February 18th and 
19th, at 6:30 and 8:00 p.m. in the Studio 
Theatre. 
The auditions require each performer 
to recite a monologue or piece of poetry. 
Says Barb Bowen I C E. director, " the 
piece need not be memorized and 
prev ious ac t ing e x p e r i e n c e is not 
necessary.. .We will be looking for people 
with lots of energy." 
People with questions should contact 
the Theatre Depar tment or any of the 
l.C.E. directors. 
Gentile, it takes from $20,000-$30,000 and 
up to 3 years to test a single chemical. 
To side-step this testing bottle-neck, 
cancer researchers developed short-term 
tests. "1 turned to bacteria, because to 
study one generation takes 20 minutes ," 
said Gentile. Using bacteria, the effects 
drop in food production may result in the 
starvation of 6 people out of 100,000, Gen-
tile said. 
There are hard choices to be made con-
cerning the use of many c h e r als, but 
tests such as those Gentile uses will lead 
to informed decisions, and a more 
o c i i u v j v i i v i i v . o i i i p , ^ ^ ^ # n / 
of a chemical on the reproduction of h e a l t h f u l environment for all of us. 
Peace oi Mind 
by Dan Rutt 
With the recent wave of five nuclear 
reactor accidents reported on the news in 
the last week, including the South Haven 
Palisades reactor which had a s team 
generator explode, I think it would be a 
good time to challenge the wisdom of the 
Reagan administrat ion's nuclear power 
program. First of all, linking military and 
civilian nuclear p rograms has not only In-
creased the chances of more nuclear pro-
liferation, but It Is a clear signal that 
nuclt r power is nothing but a subsidized 
governm ->t which exists because of its 
relation to u." military. Reagan ' s plan to 
completely wipv out solar energy and 
conservation p rograms illustrates un-
paralleled confidence in the nuclear 
"al ternat ive." I think that the military 
significance In this merger will be ob-
vious when we understand that the 
energy part of the nuclear program Is 
surely not Its pr imary reason for ex-
istence. 
Ever since the "Atoms for P e a c e " pro-
gram was star ted, the nuclear power In-
dustry has been plagued with Insurmoun-
table deficiencies. Simply put, nuclear 
power Is not profitable. With incredible 
cost overruns and technological dif-
ficulties, a nuclear power plant costs 
about $2-4 billion to build. The Pres ident ' s 
Council on Environmental Quality set the 
"net energy" return on nuclear power at 
an optimistic level of 12 percent, while an 
Independant energy consultant, E .J . Hof-
fman, set the level at 3 percent. "Net 
energy" means the amount of energy pro-
duced minus the amount of energy con-
sumed in such things as mining, process-
ing, and transportation. In comprlson, oil 
gives a "net energy" re turn of 600 per-
cent. This does not mean that nuclear 
power Is worthless, but It does put Its effi-
ciency In perspective. 
However, numbers t ranslated Into 
reality often fall short of their expecta-
tions, and, as a mat te r of fact, some 
nuclear power plants show a "net 
energy" LOSS! Most of us will at least 
agree that we cannot afford to build 
multl-billlon dollar power plants If we get 
more energy by not using them. The 
average nuclear power plant operates at 
only 4 capacity due to various reasons, 
main ly m e c h a n i c a l and s t r u c t u r a l 
failures, but other limiting factors are In-
volved. Pe rhaps the most overlooked and 
variable cost In both energy and money Is 
u r a n i u m I t s e l f . U r a n i u m Is a 
nonrenewable resource just like coal and 
oil, and its cost has outpaced these by 
leaps and bounds. Our richest deposits 
yield about one pound of uranium for 
every 500 pounds of ore-which is largely 
(60 p e r c e n t ) s t r l p m i n e d - b u t these 
sources will be depleted in five to ten 
years and eventually we will be forced to 
use deposits which only yield 3 percent as 
(continued on p 6) 
- t ' . i 
Professors became actors in "A Rendezvous W;ith History," held In the DeWitt 
Main Theatre last Saturday. The unrehearsed, hour and a half long Winter 
Homecoming event brought together figures from the pages of history to discuss 
the proper role of government. John Tamml, top right, portrayed Vladimir Lenin. 
Donald Cronkite, left, played Herbert Spencer. Below are Robin Kendrick-Klay as 
Harriet Taylor, Robert Elder as John Stuart Mill. Cronkite, moderator Michael 
Petrovlch. and Ear l Curry as Franklin Roosevelt. (photos by Ken W^hltcomb.) 
Editorial 
Financial Aid Cuts 
"The security of the nation," wrote Congress In 1958, "requires 
the fullest development of the mental resources and technical 
skills of its young men and women... This requires that no student 
of ability be denied an opportunity for higher education because of 
financial need." 
These words, written down in the National Education Act, in-
itiated a long history of federal support of higher education. 
Throughout the administrations of Presidents Kennedy, Johnson 
(himself a former school teacher), Nixon, Ford, and Carter, the 
federal government continued on a path that would ensure 
qualified students the right to a college education. The Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grant program provided funds for 
millions of students who otherwise would most likely have been 
relegated to life in the unskilled labor force. As educational costs 
skyrocketed, the Middle Income Assistance Act subsidized 
students from families able to supply some but not all of the finan-
cial support for a college education, prompting President Jimmy 
Carter to say in 1980 that "The idea that lack of money should be 
no barrier to a college education is no longer a dream, it's a reali-
ty." 
Now, for the first time in almost a quarter of a century, the 
Federal government's commitment to higher education is being 
seriously challenged-from within the administration itself. Take, 
for Instance, the words of David Stockman, Director of the Office 
of Management and Budget. "I do not accept the notion," said 
Stockman to the House Budget Committee, "that the federal 
government has an obligation to fund generous grants to anybody 
who wants to go to college. It seems to me that if people want to go 
to college bad enough, then there is opportunity and responsibility 
on their part to finance their way through the best they can." 
Stockman's statement raises some interesting questions in light 
of the recently proposed cuts to financial aid made by the Reagan 
administration. The Reagan administration has submitted pro-
posals that would eliminate three programs altogether: the Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity Grant, the State Student In-
centive Grants, and the National Direct Student Loan Program. 
In addition, Reagan's proposals would totally eliminate graduate 
and professional students from Guaranteed Student Loan eligibili-
ty, replacing that program (for graduate and professional 
students) with another called Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students. 
The catch to the ALAS program, however, is that at present, it on-
ly operates in 14 states and to date only 5 percent of its loans have 
been made to students. In addition, it carries a 14 percent interest 
rate, as opposed to the 9 percent GSL rate, and it has no in-school 
interest deferrment. 
It seems then that the first question to be put to Mr. Stockman is 
where-where are students supposed to find this "opportunity" to 
finance their way? For the poor student there are only three 
ways; employment, loans, or scholarships. Scholarship funding is 
so minimal that it may be dismissed as a viable alternative for 
more than a handful of students. Unemployment is currently at its 
highest rate since World War II. Certainly the probabilities of 
students finding jobs sufficiently high-paying to finance a college 
education are next to nil. The high paying jobs in the unskilled 
market (which is about the only place an uneducated person could 
find employment) are already flooded with applicants. The high 
paying jobs in management and other upper level positions re-
quire training that an Individual still waiting to go to college hard-
ly possesses. And now, the other opportunity afforded to students 
In the past, the option to take out a loan to be paid back when the 
student has graduated and become a productive member of socie-
ty, has been squashed as well. So, if scholarships are minimal, 
jobs are nonexistent and loans are cut off, where is the "op-
portunity" Stockman speaks of (perhaps you have a "Trojan 
Horse" hiding somewhere) . 
What of Stockman's other assertion, that "government does not 
have an obligation to fund anyone that wants to go to college?" We 
certainly don't ask that government fund "anybody," for there 
are many who are not qualified or who abuse the system by using 
it as a temporary means of subsistence. What we ask is that no 
qualified person be denied any type of an education because of an 
Inability to pay. Inability to pay is neither the individual's fault or 
necessarily the fault of his or her parents, but rather the fault of a 
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society that puts more emphasis on the almighty dollar than on 
the enrichment of its people. This movement away from support 
of education must be stopped. We not only have a responsibility to 
educate our people, we have a need. Former President Lyndon 
Johnson summed it up best in 1965 when he said: "Every child 
must be encouraged to get as much education as he has the ability 
to take. We want this not only for his sake, but for the nation's 
sake. Nothing matters more to the future of our country: not our 
military preparedness-for armed might Is worthless if we lack 
the brainpower to build a world of peace; not our productive 
economy--for we cannot sustain growth without trained man-
power; not our democratic system of government-for freedom Is 
fragile if citizens are Ignorant " 
Questions, Questions, Questions 
With new Information that Carnlgle may be torn down this sum-
mer, several questions come to mind as to how the renovation pro-
posal was handled. First and foremost, are we losing sight of the 
fact that DeWitt is the student center, not Carnigie? Of course, it 
is not by choice that the administration moved in, but since they 
have, why should the students of Hope College have to pay for 
another student center out of their activity fee? Shouldn't this be 
the responsibility of the administration? 
However, it is hard to be critical of the administration, since the 
proposal which called for major funding out of the activity fee was 
approved by both SAC and Student Congress. Besides, the ad-
ministration has already paid a portion of the renovation costs 
and has agreed to reimburse SAC (i.e. the activity fee) if Carnigie 
is torn down in the near future. In the end, responsibility lies with 
Student Congress for agreeing to fund over $6000.00 in renovation 
costs for the "other student center." 
Why did Student Congress, notorious of late for slow action and 
indecisiveness, act so quickly on this matter? The proposal was 
made and approved in twenty minutes, relying only on the in-
formation provided by SAC. It seems that at least a minimal 
amount of research should have been done by Student Congress. 
This is not to say that SAC is an unreliable source, but rather that 
some follow up is called for by Student Congress. At the same 
meeting, an indecisive action was taken on a proposal which has 
been around for four months, and yet the Carnigie renovation was 
deemed insignificant enough not to warrent a closer look. And 
why didn't Student Congress check into further financing by the 
college, rather than just passing the bill on to us? 
With $64,000.00 to distribute in the next few weeks, we hope that 
Student Congress will begin to take their task of distributing our 
activity fee more seriously. We are willing to make some 
allowances for inexperience, since it is mostly a new group, but in 





It has been a nearly impossible task to 
open up the latest edition of the anchor 
without finding somebody's commentary 
on whether or not Hope is the Christian 
college that it is supposed toabe. Even 
more recently, there have been an in-
creasing number of students trying to 
answer this question by offering us their 
definition of what a true Christian really 
is, and how many of these elite souls they 
believe are present on campus. I have my 
own comment to make. 
I have read a large number of let ters 
and articles in the Anchor during this 
year in which students have defined a 
Christian as being someone who does not 
drink (especially to excess), seldom 
swears, does not go to parties, and at-
tends church every Sunday. These people 
complain that one must look hard to find a 
Christian at Hope. Well, maybe they 
should take a look at themselves for a 
change, because if that is what a Chris-
tian really is-if that is the m a j o r concern 
and depth of-a relationship with God- then 
Christians a re certainlv verv shallow peo-
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O p e e F t A f 
All Honorable Men 
by John L. Hess speeding up deregulation of natural gas 
It 's a comfort to know that all the Pen- wouldn't hurt the consumer much 
tagon officials who took that lie-detector because the wellhead price of gas Is only 
test passed. 15 percent of the retail price. It 's 50 per-
The test was given to find out which of cent on average, and rising fast. 
them had spilled a secret that only they In the Reagan news conference for 
knew. Not one Jiggled the polygraph when January, there were at least five more-or-
the key question was put. less obvious twisters. A thorough reader 
This Is reassuring for several reasons. of the serious press might have caught 
For one, It means we have cool heads at them eventually, but you did not see them 
the missile-control panel. There should be picked up on the network news that even-
no hesitation when the time comes. Ing. 
F o r ano ther , the po lyg raph Is aga in For the record , h e r e they a r e : 
r e v e a l e d to be only a measure of physical l) "There are a million people more 
tension, which Is why no sensible court working than there were In 1980." The of-
wlll admit It as evidence. An honest man flclal figures show 100,000 fewer Jobs, 
may show more tension while telling the 
truth than a dishonest one telling a fib. 2) "No, Sam, the buck stops at my 
To reach the top level of any society re- desk." Then the president passed the 
quires some skill In dissimulation. This buck to the media, for misinterpreting his 
administration Is remaAably practiced shift In policy as a shift In policy. 
in this regard. 3) "We've prevented the IRS rom 
During the election campaign several determining national social policy all by 
squads of advisers were worn out by the itself." The courts had actually forced a 
effort to keep Reagan from speaking off reluctant IRS to deny tax exemption to 
the cuff, and to explain away the Inexac- schools that practice discrimination, 
titudes that would result, like trees being 4) In a hot meals program for the elder-
the biggest source of pollution. ly In Arizona, Reagan said ^ 
It turned out, however, that the public spending $50,000 for overhead and $3,000 
didn't mind. Or maybe most people for food; now they're getting nothing for 
weren't paying attention to the words, but overhead and putting out $6,000 of food, 
only to the twinkle In the eyes and the aw- On investigation. It turned out that there 
shucks manner was n®1 a b l t o f t r u t h 1 0 l h ' 8 , a b l e 
This supposition is backed by the (Detailson request.) 
Times-CBS polls, which indicate that a 5) . .1. happen to be someone who 
majority of people don't remember what believes in tithing, the giving of one-
Reagan promised about balancing the tenth. " No recent president has given less 
budget, and are not aware that he is right to charity than Reagan, Judging by lax 
now setUng a record for budget deficits. returns, but he explained that his dona-
Keeping the man under wraps was the tions have not been tax-deductible. 
wrong tactic. He does much better when There is no need for a polygraph; the 
he breaks out. The media can never catch man is sincere. As an old actor would say, 
up with him. h i s h a n < 1 covering his heart, " I t ' s got to 
In the weeks following his December come from here " 
news conference, for example, they 
gradual ly regis tered three serious Copyright, 
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Gregory and Bond Coming 
w v o o s m w m w iw w u s w m m m I 
i m i T W MEAKT A RETIREMENT ACCOUNT,., 
Upward Bound On The the Move 
by Kathy Krecke written. 
Upward Bound Is an organization fund- Several former participants In the Up-
ed by both Hope College and the Federal ward Bound program, twelve In all, are 
Government designed to assist high currently attending Hope College. 
school students who have both the In-
terest and ability to continue their educa- Xlmena Cortes, a sophomore here at 
tlon on a higher level. Hope, came to the United States from 
This program, geared mainly toward Chile four and one-half years ago. Speak-
college-bound students, offers a variety of ^ 8 virtually no English, Xlmena entered 
academical ly oriented classes and the Upward Bound program and feels she 
tutorial sessions, conducted by secondary benefited greatly from her participation, 
teachers and Hope students, as well as Besides learning our language, Xlmena 
sessions on career choice, college op- 'eels she gained respect from people con-
portunltles, high school completion, and cemed about her progress. "They're real-
financial aid information. All of these op- Jy concerned about people that need help, 
portunltles are offered to the qualifying I learned. I had to, so I did." 
students at no cost. Thang Trinh, originally from Vietnam, 
In order to be considered eligible for en- toew no English when he came to Holland 
trance Into Hope's Upward Bound pro- to 1975. Presently a sophomore, Thang 
gram, students must meet certain re- participated In Upward Bound for one 
qulrements: they must be recommended year while preparing for and attending 
by teachers, counsellors, ministers, Hope. He attended summer classes at 
social workers, or other Upward Bound Hope through Upward Bound and recelv-
students, meet stipulations set by the ed college credit. Continuing his Involve-
Unlted States Department of Education, nient with the program while attending 
and attend a high school In either Ottawa college, Thang feels the Upward Bound 
or Allegan County. s t a f f , 4 g a v e me a lot of confidence In 
Students In the Upward Bound program myself" as well as helping him with his 
(continued from p. 4) Letters 
pie, and so Is God. However, I also con-
sider myself to be a Christian, and my 
belief In God as the deepest, most impor-
Julian Bond, leading black politician celebration. Admission for each event 
and civil rights leader, and Dick Gregory- will be $2.00. Tickets may be ordered 
-comedian, recording artist, author, lec- through the special events Office at 
turer, and human rights activist, will ap- Adrian College (517)265-5161 ext. 356. m ^ r t w l w " d u ^ f i toe "week and once on "preparation for college. 
pear at Adrian College later this month as Bond, widely k n o ^ for his aggr^s lve f o r ^ o ( ^ The a t t a inmen t of g r e a t e r self-
part of a National Black History Month style of politics, will speak in Adrian s program also extends Into the confidence, according to some of these 
Dawson Auditorium at 4 p.m. on Feb. 21. y e a r - p r o ^ a m aiso exrenos mw me n A r ; i r inAnt* S one of the greatest A# tho Q*,1/W Mrm-vini^nt f w - summer months. The students live on lormer participants, is one oi ine greaiesi 
S S S ^ e M i ^ h l s Hope's campus for seven weeks in order benefits of the program. Ruby Rodriguez 
S S r S T t h i i S ^ f L l v e to get a feel for college life. The par- also a sophomore, states. "At first 1 
t+ril ristots^novement. tlclpanta take classes, live in the dorms, wasn't sure I was capable of going on to 
A?ter election to the Georeia House of ^ k e part In recreational sports and college, but after summer program. 
oenei in uoa as uie ^ L ^ S ^ i n ^ e s ^ ^ a r h e a d e d activit ies, all guided by cer t i f ied knew I could do It." 
tant form of love is too strong for me to Representatives in 1965, he spearneaoea . . Currently enrolled In Hope s nursing 
accept the idea that a relationship with a number of grass-roots campaigns o ^ of a kmfl-term program, Manna Teclemariam also par-
God places so much emphasis upon enlarge^ minority ^ p a r t k ^ t k ^ to ^ ^ ^ E ^ p r o ^ S S a t e d in Upward Bound activities. 
avoiding the superficial a c t W i t ^ ^ - to be both successful and worthwhile. The Manna, having lived in E r i ^ a ^ been 
gested by so many people on this campus^ tentlon at the 1968 t ^mocra t l c Nat ion^ g t . ^ 1973 and concluded In educated at an English school in Naples, 
1 cannot condone many activities, but Convention when he co-chaired the ^ 'glowed that 91 percent oi Upward spent eight days in Washington, D.C. on 
could rt really be t rue that the oniy way of f r o m , . Bound graduates had entered college, an Upward Bound scholarship where she 
reflecting God's presence In ourselves Is becaine the first black nominated for vice ^ w e r e ^ to at- learned about the United States' Govern-
by following a set pattern of behavioral president. 4 . . m i , tain a bache lors d e s r e e as non- ment as well as American history. Also 
guidelines, and criticizing those who do Bond Is also active outside the political . n t s through Upward Bound, Manna gained an 
not? This is truly a sad thought, because spectrum. He Is the author of a ^ n - Uoward Bound office located in internship at Holland Hospital which she 
we all have our shortcomings and differ- Seated c o j u m ^ appeared as a ^ basement of DeWitt is staffed by felt was very "exciting" due to her In-
ing personal beliefs as far as glorifying on "Saturday Night Live, and played the A academic coor- terest In nursing. Manna feels that Up-
God When does the cr i t ic lsmwidj ^ H T r w ^ O y 1 w m dlnator Fellsha Arasmlth, counsellor J i m ward Bound provided her with "*omany 
In conclusion, 1 have had enough of this Greased Lightning. He recently shelbels and secreUrv Armlda Guer- benefits that I couldn't get from schools, 
^ o f j u d g e m e n u ^ a t l o n ^ named to Time Magazine's 200 Leaders ^ 
Ing the beliefs of others. This tends to tear List. Uoward Bound ' work with a total of 
our spiritual community down and create Dick Gregory began his career as a ^ S - f i v T h l r t ^ h ^ o l students In 
a segregation rather than a congregation comedian and w a s o n e of the first black a r e a a p a r t ^ a r student feels benefidai to their education. Fellsha 
of the Christian body. I think that we comics to tour he or she has difficulty with Most of the Arasmlth attributes much of the students' 
could all stand to take a good look at clubs. He was a leader tethecWl rights ^ u S S e s e or luccess to their eagerness both to learn 
ourselves for a change, and save Judge- movement of the Hispanic background and many hare pro- new material and to overcome whatever 
ment Day for the Lord. his time to giving benefits for clvU rights reUttafi not only to the subject academic problems they may face, while 
s ^ v , K S S T f - ' S T C S 
RickKrieger 
The genera l concensus of these 
students seems to be that the Upward 






Teaching in Kenya 
New Center to Benefit All 












by Susan Dewes augura te the opening of the new building -
The more exposed you are to new ideas, Depar tment Head Delbert Michel com-
the more able you a re to learn, grow, and nients, "I t will be a very appropriate ex 
After spending two ra ther trying years e , s e Some of the lighter problems include develop an intellectual and creative hibit. With the help of Jack Wilson, our 
at Hope College, throwing around alter- c ^ a s i n g goats out of history class or hav- awareness. art historian (currently on Sabbatical) 
natives for a major and becoming com- cancel classes because of the Promoting this kind of atti tude and in- and many others, we will present a very 
pletely confused about my life goals, I ^ a f e n i n g roar of rain on the tin roof. But c r e a s i n g exposure to the visual ar t s is one scholarly show celebrating the anniver-
^ decided it was time to get out and find we've had many rewards as well. We've the major goals the art depar tment sary of The Treaty of Amity and 
w space to grow up a little. I found my space
 s e e n school grow from 32 students hopes to achieve with its move into the Commerce, signed by the Netherlands 
J on the African continent. In late July, w h e n we first arr ived to almost 50 this n ew Depree Art Center and Gallery. After and the United States in October of 1782.,, 
 1981, a high school friend who had been at- n e w school year . We've received many years within the walls of Rusk, this T h e show will fea ture great works on loan 
tending Ea r lham College and I arr ived in gifts and donations from abroad, in- coming September, or at latest October. f rom the National Gallery in Washington. 
Vigina, a small village in the western pro- eluding over 200 books f rom various l h e old building will be vacated for a loca- T h e Art Institute of Chicago, and Hijks 
vince of Kenya. Since then we have been sources and a large amount of money in closer proximity to campus in an Museum in Amsterdam. 
teaching and administrat ing a small two- f r o m t h e Dutch Embassy with which to effort to consolidate and strengthen the T h e next big event coming up is the 
room school. build and repair classrooms. We've also art department , and to become a more Seven State Sculpture Competition staged 
The school house is simple and teaching learned a lot: about ourselves, about active and vital part of the college and the i n commemorat ion of Hope's founder. 
teaching and running a school, about liv- community-at-large. Albertus Van Raalte. The purpose of the 
ing in Africa in a developing country. For the students, Depree will offer a exhibit is "to capture the spirit of his high 
We ve even learned academically from n e w and more spacious working environ- vitality in the form of high quality 
having to study beforehand what we m e n t : semi-private studio decked with sculpture ideals." The first stage of judg-
teach the students. skylights, a new area for lithography, and 's taking place right now; ar t is ts from 
building is of bare A t t h e end of July, our yea r ' s adventure private, more convenient studios for the seven s ta tes have sent in slides of propos-
cement bricks and a sheet metal roof. w i l 1 be finished and we will be leaving professors. The building will also house a ed sculptures to be built on campus; one 
There is a blackboard painted on one wall Kenya Though we have no doubt of the l a r g e lecture hall which will be open for o r m o r e will be chosen by the committee 
and enough benches to seat all of the competence of our Kenyan colleagues u se by other depar tments , in hopes that a 
students, but no luxuries such as a ceiling whom we have recently hired to teach divergent usage will draw in students 
or glass windows exist. with us, there are various reasons why at f r o r n all fields of study, giving them the uurin^ 
In Kenya, the government provides t h i s point in time it would be better to opportunity to become acquainted with tempora 
compulsory education only through 7th h a v e teachers and adminis t ra tors from t h e visual ar ts and perhaps even spark a junction with 
grade. Students who wish to continue abroad personal interest. sponsored by the art depar tment , will 
If any of you are interested in leaving ^o r the community, the depar tment draw more eminent sculptures to Hope's 
your books for a while and gaining a will be offering a spectrum of notable campus. ConventinnaP T h a t ^ not thn 
whole new kind of educational ex- works from national museums, as well as 
perience, the only qualification is to want prominent contemporary artists, faculty 
an adventure. Write to us at Box 246, and students through a schedule of mon-
Vigina, Kenya, Eas t Africa. We'll be t h l y exhibitions, the first of which is a 
waiting to hear from you! Modern Dutch Art show. This will in-
room school. 
 l  is i l   t i  
m a t e r i a l s a r e s c a r c e . T h e r e a r e 
reference books donated from overseas 
for teachers ' use but no textbooks for the 
students except for English class, in 
which there a re two students shar ing 
each book. The school building is of bare 
their education and go on to secondary 
school must either pass a very com-
petitive examination to enter government 
schools, have enough money to join a 
private school, or live near a harambee 
school such as Vigina Secondary School. 
The word ha rambee (ha-RAM-bei) 
roughly means "self-help." A ha rambee 
school is one which the whole community 
helps to finance and maintain. The 
students must pay 
and commissioned to be erected per-
manently on campus. 
During April and May, American 8. a 
te porary six week exhibition, in con 
an Art Symposium also 
the art depar tment , will 
Remember Zwemer Hall? 
onventional0 ha t ' s not the 
word for this show! 
Some of the works may be controver-
sial, as is the infamous Sun Dog. but 
Michel s tresses that that is not its intent. 
The exhibitions and the concept behind 
the new center is a positive one: to bring 
in fresh ideas, to expose the students and 
the community to a variety of visual arts, 
and to s t imulate and enhance a diverse 
education. "It is important that the 
students open their minds, walk around 
the piece and view it as a new experience. 
One can not make a significant value 
in Zwemer was 
combined with 
a small tuition f rom 
Which we take our salaries and buy school by Dale R, Aggen it wasn' t the history or "a rch i tec tu re" 
i e r t ' S n h a n l k , n d H 0 l b U i l d i n g P r 0 " h a ^ ? 3 5 1 t h r e e y t a r S 3 1 H 0 p e ' S C a m p u s 0 f Z w e m e r H a l 1 t h e r e s i d e n t s r emember , 
workinp tnopth y community many physical changes, such but the camarader ie and identity we had. n 
We h f f !!"
 v a n Raal te Hall burning to the ground "The home-like a tmosphere brought 0 n e c a n n o t ^ 
we nave faced many f rus t ra t ions here, t h e d i sappearance of 12th Street friends much closer together than in a J u d g e m e n t without an awareness. " 
such as corruptions in local politics and ' ' , r o u g h campus . But even though dorm," Scott Van Verst said 
rying to collect school fees not knowing Z w e m e r Hall is also gone, the memories Almost everv guv 
who really can ' t afford it and who would a r e s t ' 1 1 v 'v 'd to those f reshmen, now f r e s h m a n . That , 
just ra ther spend the money on something ® e n i o r s . who experienced living in dilapidated building and close quarters , 
wemer. Zwemer Hall once housed about created a catalist to form strong friend-
w a l G n U d r h u p e f r e s h n i e n males, but room ships and an almost f ra terna l bond 
FRIDAY f f r d i i a d v had to be make for Western Theological's 
, FEBRUARY, 12 Cook Research Center (nick-named the 
» pm., (note t ime) Winants, SAC tower of Babel) just west of the f ra t com-
D r - Z h l v a g o , " $ 1 . 5 0 P'ex. So 1979 marked the demise of 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY, 13 Zwemer 
8 p .m . , (no te t ime) Winon ts , SAC 
An awareness is just what the Depree 
Art Center and Gallery will offer. As 
Michel said, "We want to be an important 
force on campus. For ar t s tudents we 
want to help develop their own gifts, for 
others we want to reveal new forms of u p o a u u a n a i i M U M I I d i e i I l d l U U I I U . " « . . v ^ i ^ v c a i n e  1U1 n i b UI 
l i liked the holes in the walls and the c rea t ive expression and be a community 
wide hallways where we could sit and o u ^ e t for the arts. The new center will 
talk," Tom Kort said. b e n e f i t everyone." 
Peace 
 
It didn't take long into the '78-79 school (continued from p 3) 
year for the dorm to be called "Zwemer 
.m 
The 
Fi lm: "Dr . Zh l vago , " $1.50 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY, 14 
8:30 p .m. , D imnen t Chape l , Gues t 
Recital : W i l l i a m Osborne , o rgan is t 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY, 17 
2:30 p .m . , W inan ts a n d 7 p 
Wichers, M o r t a r Board F i lm: 
Fron t , " f ree admiss ion 
3:30 p .m. . The A l l ey , Career Plan-
n lng Workshop 
10 p . m . , Tho A l l ey , Student Con-
g r e i s M e e t i n g . 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY, 18 
11 a .m . . The A l l ey , I n t e r v i e w i n g 
Skills W o r k s h o p 
8 p .m . , Snow A u d i t o r i u m , OPUS 
VIII. 
8 p .m. , W inan ts , IRC Fi lm: " A p a r a -
| l to#" f r ee admiss ion . 
U i u A Y , FEBRUARY, 19 
3:30 p .m. , Peale 50, Chemis t r y 
Seminar : Cra ig N e m e t h , D o w Corn' 
Ing Corporat ion, The Role 
i i y p . 
— ••••HI ft 
The late great Zwemer Hall, razed in 1979 to make room for the new seminary 
library. (photo courtesy of Western Seminary.) 
When the building was built in 191? it ^ " W i t h f ^ S b e e S f l y i n g i n t h e 
was called "The Dormitory " The hall ha c e a H
 s s p i l l o w f l g h t s l n t h e 
housed seminarv s t u d e n t f L u / l f ) b a s e m . e n t a n t ) constant wrestling mat-
much uranium. This will fur ther increase 
the cost of uranium and the energy used 
to mine it. 
Even though nuclear power is doomed 
by purely economic factors in any 
climate of free enterprise, as is admitted 
by even nuclear industry officials, the 
government continues to prop up this dy-
ing industry with tax dollars. Nuclear 
power accounts for less than 2 percent of 
U.S. energy demands and the myth of 
nuclear power as an energy messiah is 
unfounded. Dr. Robert Williams, a 
physicist at the Center for Environmental 
Studies at Princeton University, says 
that, "45 percent of the U.S. energy con-
sumption could be saved by a comprehen-
sive energy conservation e f for t . " This is 
as much energy as could be produced by 
680 full-capacity nuclear reactors. Ob-
viously even a moderate conservation ef-
fort would be far more productive and in-
expensive than all of the planned and ex-
isting nuclear power plants today. Even 
hydroelectric power only costs 6 percent 
as much as nuclear. Nuclear technology 
in operation is far f rom perfected. Beside 
the fact that we have neither adequate 
technology to dispose of nuclear wastes 
nor have we ever studied the combined ef-c h a m l / , , , °
f J h e se  se i ry st dents from Western f
a n a restli  t- '
Chemical Engineer In Product Theological. In l937 the Dormitory was tured S % ^ T T f e c t s o f h e a r . radiaUon, pressure, and 
- - y 3 5 - l n t 0 t h e Z 0 0 - Z w e m e r was our turf, neutron bombardment on alloys which Development. 
7:30 and 10 p . m . , W inan ts , 
Fi lm: " M y Bodygua rd , " $1.50. 
SAC 
named af ter the Rev. J a m e s F. Zwemer, 
a teacher at the seminary. 
After years of use by seminary 
students. Western Theological leased 
Zwemer to Hope College in 1964. 
But that didn't stop third floor Durfee 
from regular toilet paper atacks and 
c o u n t e r a t t a c k s . The feud be tween 
Zwemer and Durfee lasted the entire 
(continued on p. 11) 
are present in nuclear reactors for years, 
we insist on building more and more reac-
tors. As radioactive wastes build up and 
reactors break down daily, our ingenius 
(continuedon p. 10) 
Plfft Registration: Know Where You Stand by Crystal Nannenga 
Ronald Reagan ' s campaign was ex-
plicit: he promised to abolish the Selec-
tive Service d ra f t registrat ion tha t had 
been reinstated by his predessor J i m m y 
Carter. But now it is February , 1982; 
Reagan has been in office for over a year, 
and the friendly signs at the post office 
still insist that all males who a re citizens 
of the United States of America must 
register for the draf t within 30 days of 
their eighteenth birthday. 
What does registrat ion really mean? 
The Selective Service System assures 
citizens that the registration for the draf t 
is merely a precaution that would help 
mobilize the mili tary quickly and ac-
curately in case of an emergency. 
Is registration a symbol that the draf t is 
forthcoming? That point is not clear-cut, 
but many exper t s note that historically 
every registration that has been s tar ted 
was followed by the draf t itself. They are 
hand in hand with one another; registra-
tion would be unnecessary if the draft 
were not a realistic possibility. 
When f o r m e r P r e s i d e n t C a r t e r 
reinitiated registrat ion, which had been 
inactive since 1972, he stated that 
registration for the draf t would save six 
weeks of valuable time needed to 
organize the United States ' forces. Cer-
tain civic g roups cha l l enged tha t 
est imate and forced the Selective Service 
System to release figures they had 
gathered f rom a recent study. Much to 
the surprise of popular belief and govern-
ment propoganda, the draf t registration 
system would actually save only 3 to 4 
days. The volunteer a rmy on reserve to-
day would be adequate to fill the positions 
for defense needed in the event of an inva-
sion on the United States long enough to 
accumula te the second division of 
military. 
The question of war is one that tears at 
the moral and religious principles of 
many people. How deep does responsibili-
ty to one's country lie? The problem faced 
by the men of this decade is multi-
faceted. On one hand, they've been raised 
with the slogan "God Bless Amer ica" 
taught to them through childhood. They 
have studied great American heroes 
through school; pride in their country has 
been inbred in their systems. Yet they 
cannot ignore the modern technology that 
is everywhere around them. Our society 
is so fa r advanced that the threat of a 
Russian invasion is improbable. With the 
nuclear forces that have been developed 
by the USSR's and our military, it would 
be highly unlikely that either side would 
attack with a grounded army. One 
nuclear bomb blast could be the end of 
civilization in the entire world. Would any 
foreign power take the risk of destroying 
humanity as a whole by sending invading 
troops into our country? 
Why then is America worrying about its 
military interests? There is another 
similar example of this anxiety in history. 
It was only a few years ago that militant 
patriots left America ' s shores to in-
tervene in a war in Vietnam that was no 
threat to our own national security: a war 
that was senseless, that neither advanced 
nor intensified the United States' position 
as a military power. Lives were lost, and 
many of the "would be" patriots who did 
as their country demanded came back 
physically and emotionally crippled to a 
society that extended hostility and con-
tempt to them. They had little compensa-
tion for their e f fo r t s - a few GI priviledges 
were theirs, but hardly enough to 
recompense for what they had gone 
through. It might be added that President 
Reagan recently cut the GI bill, leaving 




Seniors Speak Out 
benefits. 
These men were involved in a war later 
deemed futile, and Americans feel a real 
loss in the lives that were given to a cause 
that America had no concern with and no 
reason to part ic ipate in. It brings to mind 
a question that may seem obvious-are 
national forces really needed to protect 
America in this age of nuclear warfare , 
or are they being built up so America can 
once again intervene in the internal af-
fairs of other countires? Are we to be ex-
pected to be loyal to our country uncondi-
t ional ly, without noticing the cir-
cumstances? 
The Vietnam experience served to 
enlighten many men. When registration 
for the Vietnam dra f t began, 98 percent of 
the eligible men signed up. In today's 
registration, approximately 69 percent of 
those eligible have signed up. That means 
that nearly a million men of registrat ion 
age have refused to enter their names to a 
list and instead opted to face either a 
$50,000 fine or up to 5 years imprison-
ment. Most of these million men will 
never be found out by the government 
because the Selective Service System has 
no way of knowing who hasn' t registered 
for the draf t . If found out they would be 
given every opportunity to change their 
minds. The Reagan administration knows 
how unpopular an idea the draf t is, and 
they a re going to be very hesitant to 
persecute these men in the midst of such 
public opposition. 
There a re some who are likely to have 
legal action star ted against them. About 
150 draf t registration resistors have writ-
ten to the Selective Service System and 
used the media to publicly stand against 
what they feel is an unjust pract ice which 
should be depleted. One public resistor is 
also a student at Hope. Dan Rutt should 
have registered for the draf t in July of 
1980, just af ter registration was reinac-
tivated. He refused, wrote let ters to the 
by Maria Hoffman 
"Get involved." "Find your niche in 
society." . . .So far, other seniors have 
directed us to follow these instructions. 
My addition to this list sounds s imilar : 
"Live in exploration of who you are. Don't 
vote for security if it leads to s tagnancy." 
"Be yourself ," we have been reminded 
since adolescence. The admonition not to 
simply follow in others ' footsteps and the 
prod to step to the beat of a different 
d rummer are so well-known as almost to 
be overworked cliches In high school, the 
pat answer was always, "Don't be afraid 
to meet new people if your best friends 
change and you don't feel comfortable 
with them anymore . " Yet how can we ex-
plore ourselves to find out what exactly 
we are comfortable with9 This question, 
which first became important during 
adolescence, is doomed to follow us for 
the rest of our lives. 
People-contact is one way to discover 
one's own self. Each of us exhibits dif-
ferent aspects of our personality in dif-
ferent situations. Often criticized, this 
chameleon quality can be very posi t ive-
for each of us is a combination of many 
factors. The exploration of these factors 
can only take place a f te r they have been 
discovered. ... .Good grief, this all sounds 
so serious. Since when has meet ing peo-
ple and enjoying new friendships become 
a dire task en route to your heavy-duty 
self-discovery? It hasn ' t , of course. But 
not to be ignored are the facets of your 
own identity which you discover as you 
have a good t ime with others. 
Obvious as it may seem, classes and 
coursework a re ano ther m e a n s to 
discovering who you a re in relation to 
your world. Obvious because any student 
can tell you that the intention of every 
course is to teach something, the subtler 
skills acquired through "educat ion" are 
as important as the course mater ial 
itself. Professors who demand attention 
offer more than the basic facts outlined in 
the college catalogue; they are guides in 
the process of learning how to ask ques-
tions. Most Hope profs do not find 
regurgitation of the course material to be 
acceptable; follow their nudgings and 
assimilate the mater ial for yourself. Ask 
about incomprehensible subject mat te r ; 
don't just shrug it off. Examine the 
m a t e r i a l in t e r m s of y o u r own 
background and beliefs. 
An old communication maxim is that 
we seldom a re aware of unspoken rules of 
behavior until someone breaks them. 
Have you ever answered the uncertain 
questions of an international student? 
Better yet, have you experienced the life 
of the journeyman through an unknown 
culture? Language is the bar r ie r that 
most people recognize when t ravelers at-
tempt to make themselves at home in a 
new cu l tu re -and yet language is by no 
m e a n s the only b a r r i e r . Cul tura l 
backgrounds and local trends differ bet-
ween regions; when your own clash with 
those of someone else, you are forced to 
e x a m i n e a s s u m p t i o n s w h i c h you 
previously took for granted. 
Travel and compare your beliefs to 
others ' suppositions. Exper iment with a 
variety of courses beyond those required 
by your ma jo r . Accept new friends and 
maintain longtime friendships, recogniz-
ing the various perspectives of different 
people. Through it all, examine the 
wealth of perspectives which combine to 
form your "hab i t " ; dec/ctewhether these 
assumptions form a substantial basis for 
your actions; and choose the " ru l e s " 
which you p re fe r to live by. 
Selective Service System explaining his 
position, and has been practically ignored 
by the government. He has gone through 
articles in the Detroit F r e e Press , 
through radio braodcasts , and his own let-
ters to the Selective Service System (he 
has written 4, and as of yet has received 
nothing but 2 form let ters in reply to his 
admissions). If and when the system does 
at tempt to prosecute draf t resistors, 
Rutt 's name will obviously be in with the 
other 150 public defiants. Why did he ex-
pose himself to the authorities? "If you 're 
going to break a law, you should be able to 
give a reason for i t ," Rutt states. He feels 
compulsive service is wrong, unjust , and 
against the basic grain of his personal 
religious and moral s tandards. He wants 
to be recognized, to take a stand, and that 
is just what he is trying to do 
Rutt cites 2 Samuel chapter 24 as a 
basis for his religious opposition to the 
draft registration. In this passage King 
Divid willed to take a national census so 
he could be assured of the size and 
strength of his a rmy. He is advised by the 
commander-in-chief of his a rmy to trust 
God to keep him protected and not go 
through with it. But David re jects the ad-
vice and takes the census. Later his cons-
cience bothers him; he realizes he has 
sinned, and he turns to God. God gives 
him three choices for his punishment- 3 
ways in which it may occur. But the point 
is, God did punish David 's sin. From 
God's viewpoint the number ing of 
David's a rmy was a sin. 
Rutt also believes in the sixth com-
mandment ,"Thou shall not kill." He feels 
in this day and age, killing and man-to-
man combat is not necessary to insure na-
tional security. He asks the question that 
seems to emula te f rom this situation. 
"Can there really be secualarization of 
church and state within a m a n ? " Many 
men who find murder and killing appall-







The fast-talking, hard-sdl ing, 
pain in the neck that w t th ink of 
when we think of insurance is not 
alive and well at U m o n m u a i a l 
O u r Employee Benefit Sales 
Representanve is light-years removed 
f r o m the old stereotype 
A U n i o n m u t u a l sales rep is 
young, and is just as likely t o he a 
she as a he, earns $30.lX)C plus in } 
to 5 years, works in one of o u r more 
than 30 G r o u p Sales Off ices across 
the country , sells g roup employee 
benefits (not individual life insurance 
d o o r to door) , sells to b rokers and 
companies rather than the general 
public, is a college graduate with a 
BA or BS degree, is able t o work 
independent ly with linle or n o 
direction, works well under pressure, 
has a high level of c o m m u m c a n o n s 
skills, bo th verbal and writ ten, is 
a m b m o u s , assemve, organised, a 
decisive thinker with problem-solving 
abilines. 
Sound familiar ' if you set- you 
in this new breed of Employee 
Benefit Sales Representanve. make 
contact with your Placement Off ice 
We'll be at your colltve 
on February 17 
Consult your Placement Office 
for nme and place. 
Unionmutual 
Putting your fu tu re 
in a whole new light 
Un ionmutua l 
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by Anne L. BuckleitDer 
One hea r s a lot of talk among students 
about taking some time off f rom school-
to earn money, to get the ol' act together, 
or to excape the gokHish bowl that can be 
life on a small campus. Though there 
seems a bit more talk than action, there 
a re a few who have ventured out, and 
returned with Incredible stories of life In 
the world beyond. One such adventurer Is 
Hope Junior Susan Cade (not her real 
name) . 
During her sophomore year , Susan felt 
the need to break the routine of her school 
l i fe- the urge to do something for someone 
else. Thinking that a semester or two of 
volunteer work would hit the spot, Susan 
picked up a pamphlet in the Chaplain's of-
fice describing various volunteer op-
portunities. 
While browsing through the pamphlet, 
Susan spotted an ad describing an at trac-
tive opportunity to learn printing skills in 
exchange for volunteer work for the Long 
Island Alternative Press (LI AP). 
Susan contacted the L1AP people, and 
talked to an eloquent and apparent ly well-
educated young woman. The woman 
described LIAP as a socially oriented, 
chari table organization. 
From its description, Susan thought the 
group was liberal, and suspected they 
might even be a little "p ink / 1 but she was 
Intrigued by the opportunity to work in 
New York, so she accepted the LIAP of-
fer 
most of the information pertained to that LIAP was only a single "ent i ty" In a The food and clothing used to assist the 
organizational detai l of Communist 
••units" in the area . "At first I was a little 
a larmed," Susan says, "but I tried to be 
nonchalant about the whole thing. A few 
days later, af ter I had been moved to 
group of three or four. Each entity was downtrodden were also used to support 
designed to provide propoganda, in- the " c a d r e . " The cadre was a sma 
formation coordination, or to recuit new group of men and women who worked full 
party members . tlm«. for the Communist organization. 
aays laier, a iwr i nmi ^ In addition to running the printing shop The cadre formed the v®|Jfn
U a"1 ' 
LIAP headquarters , I asked a woman I where Susan worked, and the central of- providing the necessary leadersn p 
was working with whether all the people flee where she had first stayed, the Com- expertise. • ii . . 
Involved with LIAP were Communists, munlsts had their f ingers In the local Susan says she occaaslonaiiy ® 
and she assured m e they weren't . But, community service center . There, when unit meetings where she mingleqwltn 
thinking back, I can ' t r emember anyone citizens seeking legal or social aid re- cadre and was referred to as ^ m r a e 
other than new recrul tes like myself that quired food, clothing, or a friend, Com- Cane. Though there was no official s ng 
weren't Communist ." munlst doctors and lawyers referred party leader, there was one man to whom 
Susan lived and worked in a suburban them to their nearby comrades. all deferred. Susan met this man at one 
house donated to LIAP by a unit member The organization kept supplies of meeting, and describes him as a slender, 
who had moved f rom New York to Join clothing and food donated by dry-cleaning dark-complexioned man with an eye-
comrades on the West coast. es tabl ishments and bakeries. These patch. In thinking back, Susan laughs, 
caches were used to supply the hungry suggesting he wore the eye-patch for ei-
In the house's basement were the pro- and desperate sent to them by the service feet. 
mised printing p r e s se s - a bit primitive center. Susan said the members gave the As her stay with the Communists 
and a little s l ow-bu t presses nonetheless, clothing and food graciously. They were became weeks, Susan found she enjoyed 
Susan learned the skills necessary to run happy to m a k e acqua in t ances for the action-packed life s ty le- though a 
the machines and set to work churning themselves, and for the party. times It became a little nerve wracking, 
out propoganda. After the aided individual had steadied In part icular , Susan r emember s a mor-
Susan's volunteer t ime was spent work- themselves, the members gently began to nlng when she was working at another en-
Ing with the LIAP people to muster sup- explain their political philosophy to the tlty. A knock at the door revealed a group 
port for the Communist c a u s e - both prospective recruit. The recruiters ' man- of gun-packing men bearing a search 
financial and popular. One of Susan's first ners were consistently subtle and quiet, warrant . The warrant identified the men 
assignments was to deliver a prescribed They never openly spoke of revolution or as health depar tment officials, but did not 
"pi tch" to passersby in front of a grocery munitions. If pressed, they would say on- specify for what they were looking. 
iy that when their t ime came, they would Susan's co-workers Immediately called 
In one Instance, Susan was sent out to do what they had to do, using what they their lawyer, and were advised to quietly 
collect money to help squelch a tuber- had to use. w a ^ o u ^ search. The men stayed al 
cular outbreak erupting In the a rea (continued on p. 1 ) 
Susan saw the money she had collected 
being channeled into party coffers. Draft Registration 
With much anticipation, Susan packed Disturbed, she asked how the money was ^ ^ everyday ci rcumstances have kill- day's military in the 
her clothes In a suitcase, he r small black going to help combat tuberculosis. It was ^ ^ hesitation during the heat of consisting of those v 
noodle In a shODOlng bag, and boarded a simple, she was assured. The money ^ ^ ^ 
would be used to gain "The Unit 's" end -
Implying revolut ion- and once finished, 
the system would supply such complete 
healthcare that tuberculosis would be a 
bus for New York. 
Upon her arr ival at the Por t Authority, 
Susan dialed a number she had been 
given, was met, and taken to an office to 
stay for a few days. The office dealt with curiosity of the past. 
administrat ive detail, relaying Informa- Susan worked and watched all with 
tlon from one branch of offices to another fascination, slowly understanding the 
It wasn' t long before Susan noticed that group's complex organization. She saw 
How to impress a student body. 
Valentine's Day is your big chance. Impress him or 
her with an FTD* Valentine Bud Vase. A beautiful 
bouquet in an attractive heart-shaped vase. And at 
an affordable price. Stop by your nearest FTD* 
Florist soon. It's the perfect way to get that special 
student body to warm up to you 
Send it with special care. 
The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is generoHy available for less than $12.50. As 
Independent retailers, FTD Florists set their own prices. Service charges 
and delivery may be additional. ©1982 Florists' Trans world Delivery 
Association. 
i£) Registered trademark of Florists' Trans world Delivery Association. 
* A cooperatively-owned floral wire and membership service. 
(continued from p. 7) 
United States Is low, 
who are forced to Join 
war. Rutt feels that he could not be one of because of poverty, lack of skills, or 
them. unemployment. That is certainly the case 
Although Rutt has not as of yet faced in many instances. But with military 
any legal action from the Selective Ser- salaries as low as they are and benefits 
v i c e S y s t e m , he predicts that he may this cut, can the government really expect 
summer be given the chance to defend knowledgeable men and women to forfeit 
h imse l f in c o u r t . He w a n t s h i s the luxuries they can obtain in the 
a r g u e m n e t s to be listened to, and he is not business world to join their country 's 
afraid of the consequences. He will have armed forces? It is not realistic. Pe rhaps 
obeyed what his conscience has dictated, the Reagan administration should con-
Rutt feels that a person must do what gider raising the s tandards and benefits 
they feel is right, be it service or in the a rmy in an effort to make military 
resistance to the army. He states that he service a practical possibility for more 
would not discourage someone from Join- people. The quality of our forces might be 
ing the army if that is what they feel is raised as a result. 
best for them, but that the draf t of all men When the draf t does arr ive few will be 
into service Is unfair . The volunteer a rmy given deferrments . Students today should 
Is doing well; has been regularly meeting be aware that college educations will no 
Its quotas. Reagan has mentioned that he longer be accepted as a cause for deferr-
Is satisfied with the volunteer a rmy as it ment. After being given notice of draf t . 
Is, but yet he keeps the draf t registration the student will be allowed to finish only 
alive. the semester he is currently enrolled in 
S o m e feel t h e level of quality of today's before Joining the troops. Prospect ive 
military In the United States is low, con- dodgers might be aware that Canada has 
slsting of those who a re forced to Join tightened its securities and allows few 
because of poverty, lack of skills, or people to immigrate to their country to-
unemployment. That Is certainly the case day. It may not be as realistic an option 
in many instances. But with military as it once was. The draf t will be fairly 
salaries as low as they are and benefits nonspecific; a large number of the 
cut, can the government really expect American population will be included, 
knowledgeable men and women to forfeit and those who have registered will be the 
the luxuries they can obtain in the first to be called on. 
business world to Join their country 's Where should one draw the line? Where 
a r m e d f o r c e s ? It Is not realistic. Perhaps does the responsibility to your country 
the Reagan administration should con- end and to your conscience begin? It Is 
slder raising the s tandards and benefits purely a personal ma t t e r ; there is not a 
In the a rmy in an effort to make military cut and dried answer. But It's worth the 
service a practical possibility for more time to think it through and weigh the 
people. The quality of our forces might be al ternatives before doing anything. This 
raised as a result. Is something that affects our culture, our 
Some feel the level of quality of to- age group, ourselves. And we a re faced 
with the decision. Where do we stand In 
the light of our own personal views and 
opinions? It l i realistically necessary in 
these days to be sure. NEED EDUCAnONAL 
ASSISTANCE UP TO 




GUARD FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION CALL 
392-9081 or 392-5887. i 
NEED HELP? 
Concerned about Pregnancy? 
•ft# prtononcy ConfideiTfiol 
Ttstmg Ask for Sharon 
CAU ext. 2362 
UltQ/ A l b u m R e v i e w ^ f u d e n f Recitals Announced 
610 AM 
FM cable 103 .3 
WTAS has appointed Rich Kennedy to 
the position of p rogram director. Ken-
nedy will handle all station p rogramming 
while being in charge of all WTAS promo-
tion. A second-semester junior Political 
Science student, Kennedy acted as pro-
motion and program director during the 
spring of 1981. 
Back to Backs. Each weeknlght at 10 p.m. 
WTAS plays an album In Its entirety, 
from "back to back ." This week's a lbums 
a r e ; 
THURSDAY-"Multlple CholceM-Phll N 
the Blanks 
F R I D A Y - " B r e a k a w a y " - Q u i c k f l i gh t 
(Christian rock) 
WEDNESDAY-"Llvlng In a Movle"-Gary 
Myrlck and the F igures 
Album Giveaways. Listen to WTAS and 
c a l l in f o r t h e n i g h t l y a l b u m 
giveaway. Nine copies given away every 
other hour. Posters of other ar t is ts too! 7 
a.m. t o l am. 
THURSDAY-^Adam and the Ants"-
Adam and the Ants. 
FRIDAY- , 4Kasim"- Kasim Sulton 
WEDNESDAY-"Peter Gabriel"- Pe ter 
Gabriel 
THURSDAY- 6-6:30 p.m. Jon Jung will in-
terview Ted Bolema, the cha i rman of the 
Student Media Committee: A look at Stu-
dent Organizations. 
by Sue Latham 
"Can you hear them? They talk about 
us. . ." Everyone seems to be talking 
about L.A.'s golden girls of pop - the Go-
Go's. The band (consisting of Belinda 
Carlisle, vocals; Charlotte Caffey, lead 
g u i t a r i s t ; J a n e W l e d l l n , r h y t h m 
guitarist; Kathy Valentine, bassis t ; and 
Glna Schock, d r u m m e r ) s tar ted playing 
local ba rs In L.A. three years ago, signed 
a contract with IRS Records In April, 
1981, and has only recently emerged as a 
top pop band. Their recent tour with the 
Police, coinciding with the release of 
their f i r s t a l b u m , B e a u t y a n d the 
Beast,pushed the Go-Go's to the top of 
music char t s all over the country. 
"Our Lips Are Sealed," the L P ' s single, 
and "We Got the Bea t " are most widely 
known songs f rom Beauty and the Beast, 
but cannot be considered the best cuts 
from the album. As one would expect. 
Beauty and the Beast consists mainly of 
tunes that have made up the Go-Go's 
repertoire for years, but melodies such as 
"Lust to Love," "Tonight" and "Skid-
marks on My Hea r t " deserve their spots 
on the album. Of the new songs, "Can ' t 
Stop the World," by bassist Kathy Valen-
tine, Is outstanding. "This Town" and 
"You Can' t Walk In Your Sleep" a re also 
excellent cuts f rom the album. 
It r emains to be seen If the Go-Go's will 
be accepted as a legit imate new band, or 
If they will fade Into obscurity along with 
countless other bands who m a k e It big 
and fade away. If their next a lbums are 
as good as Beauty and the Beast , then the 
Go-Go's have It made. But, they ". . .don't 
care what they say - doesn' t mat te r 
anyway!" The Go-Go's are having a fun 
time! 
(continued on p. 10) 
Osborne to Present Recital 
Organist William Osborne of Denison 
University will present a recital Sunday, 
Feb. 14 at 8:30 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial 
Chapel on the campus of Hope College. 
Organist William Osborne 
The recital Is sponsored by the Hope 
College music depar tment . Admission is 
free. 
Dr. Osborne is university organist at 
Denison, a four-year, liberal a r t s univer-
sity in Granville, Ohio. 
An interesting program, utilizing the 
two distinctive instruments in Dimnent 
Chapel, the E.M. Skinner organ on the 
floor of the nave and the Pels and van 
Leeuwen mechanical organ in the gallery 
is planned, including works by Bach, 
Mendelssohn, Gabriel Pierne and Healey 
Willan. 
Dr. Osborne has performed recitals 
throughout the United States as well as In 
G e r m a n y , T h e N e t h e r l a n d s , a n d 
Australia. 
One of his special concerns has been the 
works of t h e m o s t d i s t i n g u i s h e d 
American composers f rom the period bet-
ween the Civil War and World War I, 
focusing on a group he has come to call 
his "F ive New England Gent lemen." He 
has issued on the Orion label two discs 
containing works by Foote and Parke r , 
Paine, Chadwick and Buck. In addition, a 
recording containing pieces by Eben and 
Karg-Elert will soon be re leased by 
Crystal Records. 
Dr. Osborne holds three degrees in 
organ f rom the University of Michigan, 
where his teachers were Robert Noehren 
and Marilyn Mason. Other study h a s been 
varied: piano with Egon Pet r i at Mills 
College, organ with Nadia Boulanger at 
the American School in Fontalnebleau, 
and harpsichord with Igor Klpnls at the 
Berkshire Music Center, Tanglewood. 
At Denison he presents several recitals 
each season, encompassing a wide varie-
ty of music. In addition, he serves as pro-
fessor of music and director of choral 
organizations, conducting works ranging 
from large-scale pieces with orchest ra to 
those appropr ia te for chamber choir. 
Under his leadership, the most profes-
sional of the groups. The Denison Singers, 
has sung over 300 concerts across the 
eastern and mid-western states, a s well 
a s on three European tours. Dr. Osborne 
also serves as organlst-cholr-master of 
historic Trinity Episcopal Church on 
Capitol Square In Columbus. 




Thomas Barthel (photo by Tom Wagner.) 
w m . . 
i i p i i 
Nora Lea Tanls (photo by Tom Wagner.) 
Two Hope Juniors will be giving reci tals 
in the next week. Thomas Barthel will 
present his recital on Fr iday, Feb rua ry 
12, at 8:00 p.m. in Dimnent Chapel. Nora 
Lea Tanis, a soprano vocal pe r fo rmance 
major , will give her recital on Saturday, 
February 20, at 8:00 p .m. in Wichers 
Auditorium. 
Mr. Barthel, a nat ive of German 
Valley, Illinois, will be playing Bach 's 
Toccata In C Minor, Beethoven's Sonata 
in D Major, Op. 10 No. 3, Chopin's 
Polonaise in F-sharp Minor, and F a u r e ' s 
Nocturne in E-flat Major, a n d 
Passacaglia by Aaron Copland. Mr. Bar-
thel is studying with Professor Charles 
Aschbrenner and plans a career In piano 
performance. 
Miss Tanls, from North Haledon, New 
Jersey, will be singing a diverse p rogram 
that Includes songs In Italian, German, 
and English. Among her selections will 
be three songs by the Italian composer 
Resplghl (based on Armenian folk 
songs), an Italian ar ia by Mozart, two 
songs each by the German composers 
Brahms and Schumann, and a song cycle 
by John Alden Carpenter called Gitanjali. 
Miss Tanls Is studying with Professor 
Joyce Morrison and plans to at tend 
graduate school a f te r leaving Hope. 
SAC PRESENTS In Winants Auditorium.. 
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(continued from p. 6) 
representatives in Washington have 
decided that the best solution is to 
reprocess these wastes Into weapons 
grade material, store them in missile 
. silos (feel safer already, don't you?), and 
relax safety and environmental stan-
dards in order to seemingly bypass 
technological and operational defficien-
des. Although these faults are occa-
sionally admitted, ' the Reagan ad-
ministration tries to make up for it by in-
sisting that the breeder reactor, which 
would make more fuel than it consumes, 
will swoop down and carry us off to 
energy independence. 
Unfortunately, the breeder technology 
does not work nor is it expected to in the 
near future, if ever. Breeder reactors, 
because of the incredible amount of heat 
(continued from p. 8) 
morning, poking, prodding, and taking 
pictures of the house's interior and in-
habitants. The communists didn't pro-
test, but attempted to ignore the officials 
and stay out their camera ' s range. 
Despite her efforts, and her concentra-
tion, Susan found herself caught by the 
camera ' s flash. 
Two things bother Susan about her 
work at LIAP. this picture and the fact 
that there Is most likely a federal file with 
her name on It. 
Susan had Initially planned on working 
In New York for a year. Upon her arrival , 
she cut the estimation of her stay by half. 
She eventually left af ter six weeks. She 
had found the life of a crusader ex-
hilerating at first, but says the rhetoric 
staled quickly. Her co-workers seldom 
talked with anything but the phrases and 
catch-words it had taken her only days to 
memorize ..and the Illegality of It all 
rankled. 
Without telling her co-workers about 
her unease, Susan began making plans to 
they m w w vm 
sodium which ignites upon contact with 
air and water. And,. unlike normal 
nuclear reactors, breeder reactors could 
become nuclear bombs in the event of a 
meltdown or sodium ignition. 
Moving along we get to the problem of 
transporting nuclear materials all over 
the country. Radiation is always a pro-
blem and in one shipyard handling 
radioactive wastes the leukemia rate is 
450 percent higher than the general 
population. During one four year period 
144 accidents involving nuclear materials 
on the roads were reported to the Federal 
Government. Also, according to the New 
York Times, at least 60 pounds of 
Plutonium and 9,000 pounds of weapons-
grade uranium have been "lost." With 
thousands of shipments on our highways 
every year, 'iost'1 may turn Into stolen. 
Of course, even If criminal elements 
B l u e 
leave LIAP organization. One evening, 
she arranged for a ride, packed her suit-
case, picked up her poodle, and rode 
away from the Long Island revolu-
tionaries. 
Though leaving the Communists behind 
was Susan's intent, they have contacted 
her by telephone since her arr ival home, 
but she has indicated her disinterest by 
not accepting the collect charges. 
Now back at Hope, Susan finds that her 
brush with the Communists has lent 
p e r s p e c t i v e to he r e v a l u a t i o n of 
America's bi-partisan system. She sees 
Its positive aspects, and now sees popular 
part ic ipat ion as vital to curb Its 
weaknesses. 
Susan does not regret her t ime spent 
with LIAP, viewing It as an enriching ex-
perience, one knocking the edge off her 
naivete. 
She says she's anxious to finish her 
degree program, and to continue explor-




1. Free Delivery-CDorms. Cottages, College 
Apartments). Those not in college housing 
can pick up at back door. 
2. Quality Meats-Sliced pepperoni, Italian 
sausage (cooked right on the pizza, never 
before) and now we also have ham. 
Fresh Produce-Onions, green peppers, 
and mushrooms which are never frozen, de-
hydrated, or canned. 
Mozzarella Cheese, Homemade 
Crust- 100% Mozzarella cheese, none 
other. Our pizza dough is made every after-
noon and rolled out by hand in the evening, 
(our pizzas may not be a perfect circle). 
5. Very Reasonable Prices-12" cheese 
pizza is $3.50. Each item is 50<t (7th and 8th) 
items are free). Order two pizzas and save 
$1. Coke, Sprite, Tab, 40< plus deposit. Com 
pare our prices, then compare the quality. 
Open Sunday through Thursday 
(We'll be closed for Winter Break 
This Sunday and Monday) 
PHONE 6772 Answered 10-11 ;30 
could not steal weapons material from 
unguarded trucks they could, as reported 
by the Government Accounting Office, . 
take over a plant with perhaps as few as 
two or three armed individuals 
As far as knowing how to build a bomb 
goes. The Progressive Magazine set an 
interesting precedent in U.S. history 
when it was the first magazine to have an 
article censored, .although only tem-
porarily, when a reporter described the 
"H-bomb secre t . " However, this 
knowledge and more is readily available 
in the Library Of Congress. 
1 cannot end without pointing out that 
about 80 percent of our nuclear wastes 
are from the military, and since this Is 
probably the greatest problem with the 
nuclear Industry we now know where to 
go to lodge our concerns. With 200 million 
gallons of high level wastes and tem-
porary storage tanks that only last 20-39 
years, we'd better think of something 
soon. Of course, we could Just keep on 
building more tanks and newer tanks, but 
this has not proved to be too safe, and it 
tends to make neighbors age fast. We 
have already lost 450,000 gallons of 
radioactive wastes through leaks In 
storage tanks at the military base at Han-
ford, Washlngton-the home of the 
Hiroshima bomb. With solid wastes at 
well over 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit and li-
quid wastes self-boiling for years, we can-
not Just stockpile these wastes by conven-
tional methods forever. 
Nuclear "a la rmis t s" have seen the link 
for some time between the unfeasable 
civilian nuclear power programs and the 
military nuclear programs which have 
been so carefully separated In the past. 
We have tried nuclear power and in my 
opinion It Is a poor option, but what I pray 
Is that we do not:.walt for "mil i tary 
necessity" to force us to develop solar 
energy or conservation programs. Who 
knows; with the expanding possibilities of 
military space technology solar power 
may be required to protect our Interests. 
And If we can not control the Middle East-
-whlch, of course, rightfully belongs to us-
-conservatlon may become a "mili tary 
necessity" too. 
/continued from p. 3) 
departments ." That opinion is debatable, 
but their observation that the library col-
lection is "mediocre" and the building is 
"noisy and overcrowded" hits the mark. 
The guide gives Hope three s tars in 
academics (average for the colleges 
rated in the book), the same for social en-
vironment, and four s tars for the quality 
of life. It characterizes the college as 
"small , religious, and conservastlve in 
values and politics" and concludes that, 
with all things considered, Hope is 
Michigan's "well-protected t reasure ." 
That 's true enough; this college is 
definitely is a t reasure in many respects. 
But will we ever answer that question-is 
Hope a Christian college? 
by Tim Shaffer .4 • 
Hungarian hurdy-gurdy artist Robert 
Mandel will appear on Hop^s campus on 
Thursday, February 11. The performance 
will be k| Wichers Auditorium. 
In addition to his evening performance, 
Mr. Mandel will visit various classes 
throughout the day, lecturing and 
demonstrating techniques of the hurdy-
gurdy. 
'/MM ' f 
The hurdy-gurdy, first found in the 
twelfth century in northern Spain, is a six-
stringed instrument bowed by means of a 
circular piece of wood turned by a crank 
The hurdy-gurdy sounds very much like a 
bagpipe, only with strings instead of 
reeds. 
Mr. Mandel is a concert artist who has 
toured Western Europe and recorded 
with the M a k v i r a g E n s e m b l e of 
Budapest. He is also a scholar interested 
old instruments and has been engaged for 
some time in the X-ray studies of old In-
struments a t - the Germanisches Na-
tionalmuseum in Nurnberg. West Ger-
many. 
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AAatmen Participate in Tourney 





y y a en 
Fifteen men from Hope hit the road last 
Friday and traveled to Wabash, Indiana 
to participate In the two day 16th Annual 
G.L.C.A. wresUing tournament. All fif-
teen men wrestled in what coach J im 
DeHorn felt was very good experience for 
ail of them. Men were shifted around into 
different weight classes for different mat-
ches for the experience which this 
brought to them. Although the Dutch did 
not do as well shifting around as they 
would have if they had kept their first str-
ing line-up in the entire time, Coach 
DeHorn thought that the benefits far 
outweighed any adverse effects. 
Twenty-one matches were won and two 
tied by eleven wrestlers during the two 
days of wrestling. Leading the way was 
team co-captain Pete White with four vic-
tories to his credit at 158 pounds. White 
the mat In 3:50 and a quick 1:30. Phil Goff 
had three v ic tor ies . in two different 
weight-classes. Golf won twice at 190 
pounds with a decision going his way 9-4 
and a 2:17 pin. Phil also wrestled a match 
at heavyweight and won 4-3. Jeff 
Machiela (167 pounds) worked his way to 
a few wins and a tie during the course of 
the toumle. Machiela first achieved a 10-
6 win under the cheering on of his family 
who made the long trip down with the 
team. Jeff also fought to a 4-4 tie and 
picked up a forfeit win. 
Four Dutchmen had two victories 
apiece. Gar ry Visscher, at Heavyweight, 
had two quick pins, both under two 
minutes. Visscher decked men in 1:38 
and 1:24. Dave Wilbur (150 pounds) won 
a decision 9-2 then forced two shoulder 
blades down in 5:24. Kevin McCollough's 
family watched him pin a wrestler In an ... . . . . . r J " " " F1" a ic&ucr in an 
won two by decision, one 13-4 and the amazing 1:10 and then pick up a forfeit 
other a monsterous 32-4 blow-out. Pete win at 134 pounds. Doug Lehman (118 
also flattened two opponent's shoulders to (continued on p. 12) 
Double Frustration for Women 
by Steve Underwood 
In athletic competition, there are at 
least two kinds of frustration There 's the 
kind where nothing goes right (or even If 
It does) for you, while the other them Is 
p l a y i n g f l a w l e s s l y a n d t o t a l l y 
whitewashes you; and there's the type of 
contest where you've given It your best, 
your all, but in the end defeat comes by 
the slimmest of margins Well, the Hope 
Women's basketballers got a heavy 
dosage of each last week. 
On Tuesday, Feb. 2, the Dutch were 
swamped at Spring Arbor, 92-42. "They 
were good...but we played badly: they're 
not 45 points better than us," said Coach 
Snyder She noted that the teams played 
the same type of game, but Splng Arbor 
played it "a whole lot bet ter ." 
It wasn't so much that Hope was out-
shot percentage-wise (although they were 
44-35 percent), but that they only took 49 
shots to Spring Arbors' 93. This Is because 
the Dutch were outrebounded 63-30; their 
opponants had 34 offensive caroms, which 
helps explain the huge shot difference. 
Hope's balanced attack was led by Lora 
Hanson's 7 points, 5 boards and 3 assists. 
The Dutch played exceedingly better in 
last Saturday's "Winter Happening" 
game against the 9- 2 Britons. In fact, it 
was probably the most exciting game I've 
seen In covering two years of women's b-
ball But, disappointingly, a Dutch win 
wasn't in the cards: Albion 55, Hope 54. 
Faye Berens scored off the opening tap 
and the Dutch raced out to a 6-2 lead. 
Although there were clumps of turnovers 
here and there the Dutch played general-
ly quite well and controlled the lead for 
the first 15 minutes of the half. They held 
several 4 point leads, the last at 20-16, 
af ter Annette Groeninks' second bucket 
off the bench with 5:40 left In the period. 
But Albion got hot, scoring on 6 of Its next 
7 possessions to vault Into the lead. By the 
half the Britons enjoyed a 6-polnt margin 
30-24. ' 
In the second half. It was more of the 
same. Albion moved out to a 36-26 lead In 
the first two minutes of the period, and 
still led 40-30 with 15:30 to go In the game. 
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But Jody Foy was getting hot. According 
to Snyder, Foy, in addition to shooting 
well lately, has been able to take charge 
offensively when the going gets rough. 
She had scored Hope's last bucket, and 
Jammed in two more to cut Albions' lead 
to 6. Then Robin Pfelffer laid in her own 
missed shot, and pumped in a jumper a 
few plays later to make It 40-38. 
But then Hope had what Snyder called a 
"defensive break." The Britons' high 
scorer scored twice from Inside, and the 
visitors took advantage of Hope turnovers 
to build their lead back up to 11 at 51-40. 
But the Dutch were far from beaten with 5 
minutes left. Hanson and Foy hit a bucket 
and two freebles each, while Albion fell 
apart. 
Then, Mary Schaap, having what 
Snyder termed her best game of the 
season, took over. She scored with under 
three minutes to go to shave Albion's lead 
to one. The Brits went back up 53-50. but 
fouled Schaap on the next play. The 
powerful sophomore hit both free throws, 
snared Albions' next missed shot, and 
deftly tossed In two more FT's, having 
been fouled. The hard fighting Dutch had 
roared into the lead with 1:41 left, 54-53. 
"Chairman of the Board" Schaap haul-
ed down a mighty 15 rebounds, along with 
12 points. Foy hit 5 of 7 field goals and two 
freebies for 12, and added eight caroms; 
Pfeiffer also canned 12. Hansons' 10 
markers included 6 of 7 free throws. 
Two Albion free throws, however, gave 
them back the lead. In the final minute, 
each team turned the ball over; and after 
Hanson missed a shot, Albion blew a one-
on-one opportunity. With :19 left, the 
Dutch set up a lay-up play, and although 
It was missed, the Brits knocked the ball 
out of bounds, giving the Dutch the ball 
under the basket with :05 left. Lynn 
Beelen was fouled on an ensuing shot, but 
couldn't convert from the charity stripe 
and Albion escaped the Dow Center with a 
victory. 
The Dutch hoped to halt their five-game 
skid at Adrian last night. They'll travel to 
Kalamazoo Saturday, then return home 
to host Calvin Tuesday. 
/ DEL'S A 
Q u l t a r s - B a n j o * 
M a n d o l i n s a n d 
Co^apta 'n Pete White graples with one of 4 opponents he defeated during the 
CiLCA wrestling tournament Friday, (photo by Randy Warren > 
Zwemer (continued from p. 6) 
school year (the once-famed Durfee-
Zwemer War). 
The antics of Zwemer 's residents lead 
to front-page recognition In the Holland 
Sentinel because they bombarded the 
Pine Grove with toilet paper on October 
31. 1978.The most memorlable times, 
h o w e v e r , w e r e d u r i n g Z w e m e r 
Awareness Week. "We knew we were go-
ing to be the last ones there; we wanted to 
go out in flying colors and wanted 
everyone to remember Zwemer ," Rich 
Osterhout said. The breakfast of cham-
pions and the Zwemer sun-fest were some 
of the "events", of the week, which 
culminated in the unforgettable Zwemer 
pig-roast held off-campus In the middle of 
April, 1979. 
"When I came back to campus over the 
summer ('79) and saw it (Zwemer) being 
torn down, I almost cr ied," Osterhout 
said. 
Some of the freshmen who lived In 
Zwemer Hall never returned to Hope 
Those who came back their sophomore 
year formed pockets of residence in 
places like Emersonian or Kollen. But liv-
ing apart from Zwemer was not the same. 
All that remains of Zwemer today is a 
couple of photographs, a few faded com-
memora t ive T-shir ts and the cor-
nerstone,now Implanted In the new Cook 
center But for the select guys of the class 
of '82, we are the last to leave Hope's 
campus with the unforgettable memories 
of Zwemer. Spera In Zoo. 
Intramural Extravaganza 
by James Shields 
Where do groups like "The Hosers", 
"Yo Boss", "Brick Layers", and ,4W-
W's" congregate on a Saturday night? At 
the Dow Center, of course. These groups, 
and many like them, were Involved In the 
latest I.M extravaganza, a 3-on-3 double 
elimination basketball tournament. 
The teams were divided Into two 
brackets, those who can play basketball 
and those who try. Because of the format 
of the tournament. It was important to re-
main in the winner 's bracket as long as 
possible. Teams which lost in the first 
round were forced to play as many as 
seven games to reach the finals. As a 
result of this rigorous schedule no team 
from the loser's bracket was able to win 
either division. 
In Division B, " Jumbos" , composed of 
Dave VanNoord, Jeff Brueck, and Eric 
Frank defeated "Magic" manned by Rick 
Klelman, Kevin Toren, and Keith 
VerHoeven. Division A was conquered by 
Dave Broersma, Mark Thompson, and 
Bob Constant, the "Go-Nads", who beat 
Tom Kragt, Bob Bieri, and Dan Rink in a 
physical match-up. 
The I.M. Commitee thanks all those 
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by J im Goorhouse 
Hope College snuck by Kalamazoo 50-
49, adding to its winning streak and gain-
ing sole possession of first place in the 
M1AA by defeating Olivet 71-56, and last 
Saturday enjoyed a non-conference romp 
over Concordia, 111-72. These wins should 
solidify the Dutchmen 's seventh place 
ranking in tfre latest NCAA III polls. 
To be a championship team, it is said 
that you must win even when playing 
below par. If this is truly the case, Hope's 
destiny must be that of a champion, as 
they survived a shaky per formance last 
Monday to defeat Kalamazoo. The Dutch, 
playing their third game in six days, look-
ed tired throughout the contest and were 
never able to put the Hornets away, large-
ly due to a poor shooting per formance . 
Averaging well over 50 percent shooting 
for the year, the Dutchmen hit only 43 
percent from the field against Kazoo. 
In spite of these scoring problems, 
Hope still maintained a 3 to 5 point lead 
throughout the first half and led 29-26 at 
the break. F a t i g u e then sur faced , 
however, and it looked as it the Dutch 
would suffer their first league defeat as 
the Hornets passed Hope and opened up a 
5-point lead with little time remaining. It 
was then that Scott Benson took over, hit-
ting a reverse layup to cut the deficit to 
one and, af ter a key block by Jeff Heerdt, 
an 18-foot jumper to forge a one point 
lead. Kalamazoo had one last chance to 
triumph, but missed two shots in the last 
five seconds to ensure the Dutchmen 's 
victory. 
Todd Schuiling led Hope in scoring with 
12 points and Benson added 10. They were 
the only players to reach double figures 
for the Dutch. 
Last Wednesday saw a batt le of 
undefeateds at the Civic Center and Hope 
again rose to the occasion, using a strong 
second half to defeat Olivet. 
The Comets started quickly, using the 
scoring of forward Kerry Sarden to build 
a seven point bulge. Again, the Dutch 
were shooting poorly and looked for 
leadership from Benson. He responded 
with flying colors, hitting three con-
secutive jumpers midway through the 
first half and a layup at the buzzer to give 
Hope its first lead of the game, 30-29. 
In the second half, it was Benson's 
fellow co-captain, Matt Neil, who took 
control of the game, dominating both 
boards while also chipping in with 8 
points. The Dutch steadily pulled away in 
the final 20 minutes, using their running 
game to produce many easy buckets. 
Another key to this surge was the improv-
ed defense on Sarden, who was held to 5 
points af ter scoring 15 in the first half. 
Heerdt led the Dutch scoring with 16. 
Benson garnered 13 and Schuiling and 
Neil added 11 each. In addition, Neil 
brought down 18 rebounds, a ca ree r high, 
to lead the Dutch to a 50-28 advantage on 
the boards. An added bonus was the play 
of f reshman Chip Henry, who came off 
the bench to contribute a solid per-
formance. 
Last Saturday, Hope hosted an outman-
ned Concordia team. The Dutch got out to 
a quick lead and substituted freely 
throughout the game. Everyone scored, 
with seven men in double figures. The 
highlight of the game occurred with about 
f ive minu te s to go, when Duane 
Carpenter brought the crowd to its feet 
with a thundering dunk off a fast break. 
Hope hosted Alma last night and con-
cludes their home stand Saturday against 
Adrian. 
Swim Team Defeated by Kazoo Classifieds 
The Hope men 's swim team is still look-
ing for their first win of the season af ter 
they matched up last week with one 
league and one non-league opponent. On 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 the swimming Dut-
chmen fell to Valparaiso of Illinois by a 
score of 65-46 and against the experienced 
defending champions of Kalamazoo (on 
Saturday) the score ended with a 77-34 
Hope defeat. 
The Kazoo dual featured two f reshman 
standouts, Jay Little and Tim Dykema. 
Little copped both of his events in the 50 
(continued from p. 11) 
pounds) had his hand raised twice for 
forfeit victories. 
Single winners for the blue and orange 
numbered four. Tim Mindling won a 7-2 
match, then came out of a very exciting 
and straining bout with a 12-12 tie (both at 
177 pounds). George Harper won a close 
190 pound match 11-10. Tom Hicks had a 
4; 10 pin to his credit at 150 pounds. Also 
at 150 pounds a 14-3 victory was recorded 
by Chris Mathews. 
Coach DeHorn wants to pay special 
tribute to their unmentioned 142 pound 
wrestler who instructed the t eam ' s safe 
arrival back home. 
Last night, conference rival Olivet was 
on the wrestling t e a m ' s hit list. Tom-
morrow they travel to Wheaton Illinois 
for the illustreous two-day tournament 
which is held there annually. This tourna-
ment is visited by some of the finest 
teams in the a rea of Chicago. Adrian 
comes to Holland next Wednesday and 
the conference mee t will be held a week 
and 1000 yard freestyle. Respectively, the 
t imes posted for Little were 5:02.827 and 
10:30.049. 
Dykema also held the two first place 
finishes in the 200 (1:49.94) and 100 yard 
freestyle (:51.10). 
Because of the loss of Roy Davis to in-
juries, the Dutch were set back by a max-
imum total of 16 points. The diver hopes 
to return to action some t ime this week. 
Both the men and women's teams will 
face the Alma Britons as Hope will t ravel 
there next Wednesday. 
(continued from p. 1) 
Richardson invited all who are in-
terested to visit the new facility. An open 
house is being planned for the near 
future. 
Lecture (continued from p. 5) 
r a n 800 m i l e s f r o m C h i c a g o to 
Washington, D C., to call national atten-
tion to the problem of world hunger. He is 
also a strong opponent of nuclear power. 
"The real champion," according to 
Gregory, " is the man who has risen to the 
crest of life's highest purpose-s ingular 
and complete devotion to serving one's 
fellow m a n . " Gregory has dedicated his 
diverse talents to pursuing that goal by 
helping people understand each other. 
Now one of the most sought-after 
speakers on America ' s college campuses, 
Gregory says he might run against 
Senator Ted Kennedy in the next election. 
Gregory 's Feb. 16 appearance, as well 
as Bond's lecture, is sponsored by Adrian 
College's Afro-American Student Union. 
Welcome home. Jon! Lustfully yours, cluster 
r s . 
Miss Turtle, I do ! accept the honor of being 
your Valent ine. --Mr. Froglegs. 
Dear Bonut Companion; Hey Kiddo, Toots. 
Cutie. . .I'm th ink ing about you. Think back on 
October wi th Thoreau, canoeing through the 
ice, walk ing to the island, Memor ia l Day. 
historical markers all across the state, the 
famous sandwich-making rout ine (Miracle 
Whip is a mus t ! ) , the CP's, picnics, PI in the 
summer, "Hard Times.'' no PDA (I'm glad 
we're beyond tha t ! ) , three New Year s Eves in 
a row ( r r r r r r ! ! ) . I'm looking fo rward to the 
times to come. And remember , if you ever 
have a bad day, just "Cheer Up " It can change 
a lot of things. Chill the wine or the Mic-Lite. 
OK? Have a Happy Valentine's Day! Love you. 
YGAF, 
Dear Slugger; Happy Va len t ines Day. Love 
ya! Ralphie. 
Dear V.V. Hall-I love you al l ! Happy Valen-
tine's Day and happy break. Love, me^ 
Hello Gener ics! ! 
Not in a mi l l ion years, right Lynn? Don't 
bel ieve her! 
Happy Valent ine's Day Tris, Barb. Joan. Lynn. 
Jaye, Meg, and Mary Kate! Hope to see you 
soon. Why don't you stop over somet ime? The 
walk would do you some good. Take care of 
yourselves, and her too! 
Wil l do typing in my home. Reasonable rates. 
CALL AFTER 5;30. 396-1672. 
ATTENTION: ALL BITHEADS AND LITTLE BYTES. 
Gordie is look in ' for a student who don't not 
get confused by double negatives. Does ya' l l 
know bout EBCDIC, CPU, CRT, FEP, and JCL's? 
Cause there ain ' t no reason not to. Let Gord ie 
show you the wonder fu l wor ld of computers. 
Byte a bit off the bullet and join Gord ie in the 
a f ternoon (Phys-Math). Ya II come n see now, 
ya hear? 
Miss Turtle, Swim on over to my pad this 
weekend.--J. Frog. 
Hey Mandevi l le- ' Confucious says males wi th 
fo rked tongues are spineless." Is this true? 
Mandevi l le-Hope College wants to know what 
goes on inside those cracked wa l l s ! (We l l 
never tell-- ' Our lips are sealed! ! ! ") 
Happy Valent ine s Day to my favor i te Jello 
man. Love, Yana. 
If paper wr i t ing isn't your for te, visit the 
Academic Skills Center. We work wi th all 
kinds of problems; organizat ion, mechanics, 
style and content. Call 2132 for an appoint-
ment. 
FOUND: Pair of glasses in men's room in base-
ment of DeWitt. Please ask at Anchor off ice. 
You haven't read anyth ing unti l you've read 
the stuff "MOM" hands out . Most recently our 
soap-star buff MOM has been enl ightening us 
on a most revealing level . Educating your 
chi ldren is a wonder fu l thing. We love you, 
MOM. What's next? 
To my twi l ight f ie ld runner and brook wader , 
thanks for ignoring the posted signs. Please 
forgive the passing showers and beware of 
mossy rocks. I love you. I real ly, real ly do! 
Trying to get your act together? Come to the 
l.C.E. new plays audi t ions! Thursday and Fri-
day. Feb. 18th and 19th, 6:30 and 8:00 p.m. 
That's r ight af ter Winter Break! Audi t ions w i l l 
be held down in the Studio Theatre. So get you 
crackers down there! I ! 
Yamaha CP10 electric p lano--excel lent condi-
t ion. Farfisa "BIG" Amp l i f i e r and Speaker. 
Wil l sell together or separate ly. Call 396-1697. 
